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OR, ARIETIA AND THE CINNAMON J3EAR
;

By AN OLD 3COUT

CHAPTER 1.-In the Sierras.
"Wild, this is sprely one of the best places in
the whole world for hunting all sorts of game."
"You have got that about right, I reckon, Et.
Of course, we'll find a grizzly here, though."
"Well, grizzly bear meat is hardly fit to eat,
anyhow. I have had all I want to do with grizzly
bears for some time to come. Tliey are the most
.ferocious of beasts when they are hungry, or have
been wounded. Now that we are in a region
where they are supposed to be plentiful, I mean
to kill a cinnamon bear."
If you have made up your mind to it, you'll
surely do it, little girl."
Young Wild West smiled in a satisfied way,
as he nodded his head to Arietta Mqrdock, his
golden-haired sweetheart. The boy and girl were
standing on an eminence of rock that overlooked
a deep gorge in the- Sierras, not more than fifty
miles from the spot where California, Arizona
and Nevada come together. At the foot of the big
rock behind them was the camp that had been
put in shape but a short time before. Their
traveling companions, Cheyenne Charlie and his
wife Anna, and Jim Dart and his sweetheart,
Eloise Gardner, were taking things easy there ;
while the two Chinese servants who were etn' loyed by the party were engaged in gathering
,,
the necessary wood to start a fire.
It was near sunset, and the scene that lay before Y'oung Wild West and his sweetheart was
one that would have been admired, even by one
who was indifferent to the beauties of na-ture.
Picturesque, grandeur and wildness reigned supreme. Not the least sign of anything like civilization was within the range of the eyesight of
the boy or girl. The invigorating mountain ail'
and the rays of the g_olden sunlight which fell
full upon the young couple held them there in
silence for fully two minutes. When the odor of
,urning wood floated through the / air and, turning, they looked down and saw that the two Chinamen had tlie campfire going.
"Well, Et," the young deadshot said smilinglyf
"I reckon we may as well go down there now.
notice that Anna is going to lend Wing a hand in
getting something to eat. By jingo! But I certainly begin to feel very hungry."

"I hardly ever saw you any other way at meal
time, Wild," the girl answered laughingly.
"That's right. But I reckon none of us are
lacking for an appetite, especially when there's
anything good to eat."
Cheyenne Charlie, the scout, turned as the two
came down the steep side of the big rock.
"Well, did you see anything worth lookin' at,
Wild?" he asked.
"Some beautiful scenery, that's about all, Charlie," was the reply.
"Scenery, eh? Well, I reckon there's plenty of
that kind of stuff to be found almost anywhere."
"Quite right, Charlie. But there are few places
that can equal the heart of the Sierras·-for beautiful scenery."
"And good h;unting, too, Charlie," Arietta
added. "I have made up my mind to kill a cinnamon bear bef()re we go away from here."
"A cinnamon bear ain't as good eatin' as a
common black bear," the scout retorted, with a
shru~ of the shoulders. "Some of 'em is putty
big, though, an' if you happen to wound 'em
they'll give yer a hard tussle, especially if you
try to finish 'em with a knife."
'_'I have no idea of attacking a bear wit4 a
km_fe, whether he is wounded or not, Charlie,"
Anetta declared. "If mv rifle won't do the business, I'll give up the task."
. "That's where yo?'re right1 Arietta. Never git
m close quarters with any kmd of a bear if he's
wounded. But," and he nodded in a satisfied way,
"I'll bet there's plenty of bears to be found around
here."
"Longin_g, for a little bear-meat, Charlie?" tlae
young deadhsot asked smilingly.
"Well, I sorter reckon I could put away a gooclsized chunk if I had it right now."
"But you can satisfy you~lf with some juicy
•
venison, can't you?"
"Sartin. Whcl'couldn't? But what do you think
our chances are of runnin' across somethin' to
stir us up a little?"
"You know what we came all the way for, don't
you, Charlie?"
"Yes, I ain't forgot that. But lookin' for a
young feller what run away from his home, thinkin' he'd killed somebody, 'lin't always goin' to
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fetch around -~ whole lot of excitement. For my
part, I don't believe we'll ever find the feller . He's
been gone two years, accordin' to what they told
us down in Huma."
"That's all right, Charlie. We've started on
similar trips before, and if you remember rightly,
we've always met with plenty of excitement."
"Ain't met with anything like that so far,
• though," and the scout shrugged Ii.is shoulders.
. Right here we may
well state that Young
Wild West and his friends had heard while stopping at Huma that a young man named Harry
Judson had disappeared from that town about two
years before, believing he had instantly killed hi s
sister while cleaning a rifle that wa s loaded.
Search had been made for him for the best par t
of a year, but no tidin·gs had even been learned
of him. As the si.ster had recovered from the
bullet wound, and the parents were continually
worrying about their boy, the stor y had proved
quite inter esting to young Wild West, who was
alwa ys looking for an opportunity to do a good
tul'n for those who were deserving of it. So ·much
has been wr itten of the young deadshot and his
partners and the girl s that it is har dly necessary
to state here that they had proven themselves to
be exceptions to the general run of human beings
living within the limits of the vast region which
at the time of which we write was called the Wild
West. Suffice it to say that having won the title
of Champion Deadshot, and by his daring coolness and skill, Young Wild West had made a
name for himself that had reached far and near,
and naturally he was continually making enemies
as well as friends.
It was while thev were on one of their trips in
search of excitement, fortune and adventure, that
they stopped at Huma, and when they heard the
story of the missing young man, Wild declared
that he was going to make a search for him in the
Sierras. It was just two days after they left
Huma that we find them at the close of a beautiful
day in early December. Clad in their fancy hunting and riding suits, the party surely made.a picturesque apearance. T·he two Chinamen· in their
typical costumes of the Orient made a contrast,
especially when they were mounted and riding
over the trail. These two were bro~hers, looking
much alike, and bearing the names of Hop Wah
and Wing Wah. Though they looked alike, there
was a vast difference betwee,Jl them when it came
to their dispositions. Wing, the cook, was· just
a common, ordinary Chinaman who was satisfied
to do his work well and rest whenever he had the
chance, minding his business meanwhile. Hop,
on the other hand, was a born practical joker, and
being gifted with the art of sleight-of-hand, and
with a more than ordinary amount of cleverness
and wit, he was surely a great character. As
Young Wifd West and his sweetheart descended
from the rock, Hop was sitting on the ground
c1-aning an old-fa!iliioned revolver. ·
There was nothing for him to do now, since
he had looked after the .horses and assisted his
brother in gathering a supply of firewood that
would last them until they left the place in the
morning, so he was busying himself in putting the
• old weapon "in shape. This revolver- was one of
the sort that is foaded by powder and bullets, with
caps upon the tubes that connect with the chambers. No doubt it would have been a deadly

as

enough weapon if properly loaded. But it was
seldom indeed that Hop Wah loaded it that way.
Generally the chambers of the cylinder were
loaded with colored fire, and when a shot was
fired, if it happened to _be in the night-time, a
stream of red, green or blue fire would shoot from
the muzzle to a distance of several feet, making
quite a startling effect.
"I reckon the heathen is loadin' up for a bear,
Wild," Cheyenne Charlie said, as he pointed to
Hop. "I was jest· watchin' him afore you come
down, an' I seen him take the loads from the old
p;un."
·
"If he is anxious to shoot a bear he wants
something more than fireworks," ·the young deadshot answered smilingly.
"Me fixee allee light, Misler Wild." the clever
Chinee spoke to. "Me shootee allee samee stlaight
as Misfer Charlie, so be, maybe."
"Huh." and the scout showed disgust. "I've
seen what you kin do in the way of shootin'.
Why, your brother kin manage to hit a tree at
fifty yards, but you couldn't hit a barn. You
might if you was about two feet from it. But I
reckon you ain't goin' to run the chance of gittin'
that close," and Charlie laughed at what he
thought was a g1·eat joke.
Within a few yards of the camp there was a
trail that looked as if it was traveled quite frequently. This went on around to the left toward
a broad valley below. The party had been followi:pg the trail since early in the forenoon, but
strange to say they had not met a person on the
way. This was one reason why Wild and Arietta
climbed to the top of the big rock, for they thought
they might see somethin11: that looked like a settlement or town. But it happened that the trail
swung around further to the left. and they were
unable to. see it at all. While they stood there
watching the Chinaman, the faint sound of voices
came to their ears. 'In the clear air of the mountains sounds will travel a long distance, and it
happened that no one was talking at that moment,
so they all heard the voices.
"Somebody comin', I reckon," Cheyenne Charlie exclaimed, his face lighting up. "I thought it
was putty nigh time we met somebody up here."
"Listen, Charlie," Youn_~ Wild West said, raising his hand for silence.
Again they heard the sounds of the voices,
which might have been nearly a mile away, as far
as they could tell. It did not take the young deadshot long to locate the direction the sQunds came
from, and havin11: done this, he turned to the big
rock again and hurriedly climbed to the top. Then
he looked back over the trail they had followed
in order to reach the campin_g- spot, and in less
than a minute· he saw two horsemen rounding a
bend. Their horses were at a walk, and they were
conversing in a very earnest way. As they <;ame
on a little further they halted and looked behind
them and then Wild noticed another horseman
who was leadin11: a couple of pack-rr..~s. The
last horseman was a- Mexican, if. the boy could
judge rightly from the distance.
"Hunters, I suppose," he thought. "Well, let
them come. I suppose they are looking for some
place to camp for the night. If they come right
on they'll find us here, and if they don't they can
i;top somewhere else, and we'll call upon them before the evening is over."

.
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"See anything, Wild," the scout asked, for he he ran up to where the three were standing. "So
seemed to be rather anxious.
they are bandits, eh?"
"Yes, a couple of horsemen with a Mexican
"Want to rob da hunters.'' the Mexican anservant are coining up the trail, Charlie," was the · swered quickly. "They follow us, but me keep a
reply.
.
good watch. and the:y no get us. Me shoot four
"Hunters, eh? Well, I -s'pose there ain't nothin' times, and we verra _glad me kill orie."
strange in that."
·
The other two men were plainly much frightThen the scout climbed to the top of the rock ened, and it was evident that even if they had
and took a look. But it just happened then that been doing much of the firing that had been heard,
the approaching st.rangers were hidden 'from they had done little damage. It took the young
view owing to the fact that a nigh SijUr shut off deadshot aFid his partners but an instant to satthe trail at that point. Wild went on down and isfy themselves upon this point.
joined the others.
I am so glad you came along just as you did,"
"I suppose they'll come right up here and camp one of the men declared earnestly. "I am sure
near us,'' Jim Dart observed.
they would have _got the best of us, for they had
"Quite likely, unless they find a suitable place taken a position behind the rocks over there and
before they get here," Wild answered. ""\,Veil,'' and would surely have shot us down if we dared
he added thoughtfully, "I don't know as we want..__come out of here. When they heard you shout it
to mix up with any strangers. 'Thev may be all caused- them to flee. We are much indebted to
right, or they may not. If they come, of course you for your timely arrival."
we will treat them all right, and if they don't
"That's all right, my friend. We happened to
we'll take a walk over to their camp and see t~em be camped about a quarter of a mile from here,
after a while. I 1·eckon--"
and when we heard the shooting it was only natu-·
That was as far as he got, for ju,st then three ral v.:e shou,~d come to find out what_ it mea~t.
shots rang out in quick succession, and a yell Bandits, eh? and he turned to.the Mexican agam.
went up.
"Verr.a bad bandits," came the quick,reply.
"Hey, Wild!" Cheyenne Charlie called out ex- . "We had no i?-ea of anything like this happencitedly as he ran down the steep side of the big mg, or we certamly never would have undertaken
rock. ~'There's somethin' goin' on- down there. I to _make a trip UJ> here," the other man said. "I,
jest caught a glimpse of three or four fellers on thmk we had better go back to Huma and start
horseback, an' I seen a cc"1ple of 'em shootin'. the first thing in the morning."
Maybe we had better 'git down that way, an' see
"Don't thinlc of doinJ!: anything like that," the
w:hat's _goin' on."
yqung de~dshot said :5milingly. "Scrimmages
Crack, crack, crack! More shooting was heard, ~it~ bandits adds a spice to the g~neral. things
and Young Wild West quickly picked up. his rifle 10 ,~ife. I su:pp?se you are on a ~untmg tnp?" '
and started on a run _down the trail. Cheyenne
Y_es, thats it,. young fellow. But we are _not
Charlie was after him, and so was Jim Dart as huntmg for band1t ~ What, w~ w,~nt to shoot 1s a
quickly as they could get their rifles. It was fully bear and _a few deer and the hke.
a quarter of a mile awa:y where Wild had seen the
"Well, I reckon you ought to be able to do that
three men and the pack-mules, but it was mostly easily enough. There certainly is no better hunt-·
down hill, and he thought quickly and decided ing _grounds in the whole United States than right'
that the distance could be covered sooner by going where we .now are. But say, suppose you come'
on foot than if time was taken to get the horses on up to your camp and stop near .us? Then if'
ready. The young deadshot easily led his two the. bandits, as you caI! them, happen to· take Ii
partners, though they were }?oth very good run- notion J;o con:e b~ck, they will meet with a mighty
ners, and in less than two minutes he came to a warm reception.
broad space that the trail happened to run over,
"I don't know how we can thank you for your
and then he caught siitit of the men Jil.e had seen kind offer. Why, certainly we will come to your
huddled back ·behind the cover of a break in the camp."
.cJiff. They were o~ the alert, too, for each hr.Id a
Then while Cheyenne Charlie arid Jim Dart
nfle and were lo~kmg across. an open spot to th_e went with the Mexii:an to the spot where the rider
foot of a steep hill, where big rocks were plenti- had fallen, the two men informed our hero that
fully strewn about and clumps of bushes show~ they were William Hanford and John Clark, and
up.
that thev had come from the East to work in a
_
"Hell?, th~rel" t~,e _young deadshot called out. business house at Huma but two months before,
"What 1s gomg on?
They had planned to make the hunting trip ever
Instantly the _three tur_n ed and saw. the young since they arrived, and just as they thought they
deadshot and h1s two partners hurrymg toward were in the right place to pitch their camp as a
them.
headquarters while they remained there, they had
"Bandits I" came the reply. "Loot,; out for them. been attacked by bandits to spoil the whole thing.
They are hiding behind the rocks over there."
The young deadshot laughingly assured them that
The words had scarcely been spoken when the they should throw aside their fears.
clatter of hoofs sounded, and then five villainous"That's all right about the bandits," he delooking horsemen were seen for an instant as they clared. "As for myself, that!s just the sort ot
were riding away to make their escape. The thing I enjoy. The more bandits we can find the
Mexican with the two men raised his rifle and better I'll like it. It's the same way with my
fired a shot, and Young Wild West and his two partners, and the ,(iris, too."
•
'
partners saw one of the fugitives throw up his
"Girls!" H1111.ford echoed. "You don't mean to
hands and fall from the saddle.
say you have any girls up in this wild place with
"I reckon you got on:e of them, greaser," the you I"
·
:,oung deadshot said, in his cool and easy way, as
"We have got a couple of them and a youn1
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married woman, too. But you will soon meet
them, and I'll introd_uce you to them. I might as
well tell you that my name is Young Wild West."
"Gracious!" exclaimed Clark, as he looked at
his companion. "We never expected to meet you
here, though we heard·that you were in town two
or three days ago."
"Yes, we were at Huma for a couple of days."
"And you came up here to do some hunting?"
"Yes, hunting :(pr the young fellow who has
been missing for two years. I suppose you heard
about him."
"Oh, yes; Harry Judson, the young man who
left his home after thinking he had accidentally
shot his sister."
"That's the fellow."
"But you dont expect to find him, do you?"
"I do expect to find him. Somethihg seems to
tell me that we will."
''1 hope you may, for the young fellow's parents
are grieving themselves to death."
Charlie and Jim came back just then, followed
by the Mexican. .
"Shot him deader than a salt mackerel, Wild,"
the scout declared. "Left him layin' right there,
of course. His friends will come back an' see to
buryin' him."
.
As the scout. said this he _gave a satisfied nod,
and then he and Jim were quickly introduced to
the two h-unters.
"Now then," Young Wild West said, nodding to
the greaser, "just get your outfit in. motion and
we'll go up to our canip.'

CHAPTER 11.-The Hunters Accept the lnvita-tion to Remain With Our Friends.
The two hunters and their hired man were not
long in making ready to follow Young Wild West
and his partners. The young deadshot was so
cool and unconcerned that Hanford ~nd Clark
looked at him in amazement as they walked on up
the winding trail. Probably this was becaus he
1
had made so light of what had happened.
"You're an extraordinary young fellow," Hanford ventured, when they were about halfway up.
"Why, it d_pesn't seem to bother you at all, and
yet those fterce fel1ows might come back at any
moment."
·
''Let them come back;" was the smiling retort.
"That will just suit us, won't it, boys?"
The question was addressed to Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart, and they both answered in the
affirmative.
"It might do you fellers good to know that we're
mighty glad that this here thing happened," the
scout added, smiling grimly. "It ain't but a few
minutes ago that I was ftndin' fault 'cause nothin'
had happened to stir us up any. Now that we
know there's a gang of sneakin' coyotes up this
way, an' that they're likely to try an' make trouble
for us, t1'ings sorter looks bright-like."
"Western people are certainly not like we are,
William," Clark said, with a shrug of the shoulders.· "What seems real dangerous to us only appears to be interesting to them. It i_s so in this
case, anyway. But really we heard enough about
Young Wild West the other day to explain it. He
bas traveled the entire country over ~nd been in

so many adventures 'and thrilling situations that I
suppose he has become ·hardened to it. It is the
same with his partners, though I can't think it
possible that the ladies he spoke of enjoy such
business."
"You will find out whether they do or not after
you have talked to them a while," the young
deadshot answered laughingly. ,
They were not long.in getting to their destination, and as they rounded a turn in the rather
rocky trail and saw. the comfortable looking camp
right before them, the hunters gave vent to exclamations of surprise and delight.
"Do you know, Young Wild West," Clark said,
catching the young deadshot by the arm, "I- fear
we might not have met if the ·bandits had failed
to come along. Our guide had just proposed that
we stop below there, when the villains suddenly
rode out from the bushes and rocks and started
shooting."
.
·
"Oh, you would have met us, all right, Mr.
Clark," the ·boy assured him. "The fact is I saw
you coming. We all heard your voices, and then
I climbed to the top of that big rock over there
and saw you. Cheyenne Pharlie was on the rock
after I came down, and he saw the villains as they
attacked you.''
"Is that so?" and all three of them looked at
the boy in surprise.
"Yes, that's very true, so you see that you would
have met us after aJ.lt, for in case you had stopped
below, some of us would have ca.lled upon you during . the evening."
"Oh, I'm glad to hear that much, for it shows
how friendly you are to those who are less fortunate than you in knowing the ways of. this wild
region."
.
"This fellow you have hired no doubt is pretty
well acquainted in these parts," the boy said, as
he looked at the Mexican.
"Oh, yes, Pedro has the reputation of being one
of the best guides to be found in Huma," Hanford
answered quickly.
"Me verra square man, senor," the guide declared earnestly. "American men in Huma will
tell you dat."
"You look to be about as square as the average
run of gfeasers. But
re we are. Now then,
gentlemen, let me introduce you ta the girls."
Of course, Arietta, Anna and Eloise had se~-<the three approachini;r with the strangers, and
they were somewhat relieved when they saw them
~chatting as they came on ~p the hill. The introduction was quickiy made, and then while Clark
and H~nford were explaining to the girls the
narrow escape they had met with, Hop Wah
stepped up and, bowing to them, said:
_
"Me allee samee namee Hop Wah. ' Me comee
flom China. Young Wild West allee samee forgittee lat.''
·
This caused a laugh all around.
"Well, Hop, you must excuse me," the young
deadshot declared. "I suppose you really are en•
titled to be introduced as well as anyone else. But
since you have done it yourself, you can make
them acquainted with your brother, too."
"Lat allee light, Misler Wild. Me velly smartee .
Chinee," and then Hop turned and pointing at the
cook, who had paused in his work of preparing the
supper, added: "My Melican fliends, lls allee
samee my fool blother. His namee Wing Wah.''

~
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Then he made a profound bow and turned to Mr. Hanford, for the brook is within a few yards
of the spot, the same as it is here,"
the Mexican.
·
.
"Very well. ·we'll stop here, then. We could
"Whattee you namee ?" he asked, while Wmg
stood glaring at him as if he would like to give have shot considerable game on the way today, but
our man said we had better find a good place to
his queue a good hard pull.
"My name Pedro, Sep.or Chinee," the guide camp at first and then hunt from it until we found
. that the"game gqt scarce, and then we could move
answered.
"Velly glad to makee fliends with you, so be," to another spot and remain for two or three days.
and Hop put out his hand, which wa~ quickly ac- But I fear," he added, with a shake of the head,
"that our hunting trip is going to be spoiled. Since
cepted.
"You wantee shakee - hands with my fool one of their number was killed, the bandits will
blother?" the clever Chinee went on, a twinkle in quite likely seek revenge, and if they-do so we will
have all we can do to avoid them, much less do
his almond eyes.
•
"You stoppee lat!" the cook exclaimed, angrily. any hunting:''
•
"Don't you go to worrying about anythin~ like
"You makee velly muchee _foolee youself, Hop. Me
that," the young deadshot declared, smihngly.
no fool Chinee. Me mindee my own business."
But not to be outdone by his brother as far as "How long can you remain away from your busishaking hands was concerned, Wing stepped up ness?"
"Oh, a month, if necessary. We have that much
and shook with the three strangers.
, "A very amusing pair you seem to have, Young time off, having made arrangements so that things
would run along smoothly during our absence."
Wild West," Clark observed.
.
"Quite amusing at times," was the reply. "Hop
"Very well, then. You can stick right to us, and
is a little hard on his brother now and then, but while you're hunting for the game that is so
if it came to the point he would be ready to fight plentiful in the Sierras, you can also be looking
for the young man who disappeared from Huma •
to the last ditch for him."
"Lat light, Misler Wild," chirped the clever two years ago."
·Chinee, the grin on his face broadening. "Me love
"John," Hanford said, turning to his friend,
"this ,.offer of Young Wild West's is really too
my blother velly muchee."
Wing said nothing to this, but the expression good, isn't it?"
on his face told plainly that he was still angry.
"I couldn't find words to thank him for it," came
However, he · turned t0- his work and was soon the reply.
·
broiling a big venison steak over the coals of the
"If you can't fin<J, words, don't try to, then.
fire for by this time it had settled down so that We will consider that the thanking has all been
the' smoke could be somewhat avoided. Neither done. The fact is I rather like you fellows-, and I
Clark nor Hanford were more than thirty, and did from the mbment I had ~ good look at you. I
both appeared to be. strong and hardy, though a could tell right away that you were not Westerngood look at them would have convinced any one ers. But that. makes no difference. A man from
who had lived a very. long time in the West that the East is just as good as one from anywhere
they were what might be called genuine tender- else. You see!}l to be well equipped with a hunting
feet. Their guide was a stocky-built Mexican, who outfit, and you certainly have a good-guide. That
no doubt was very tough and used to hardships. means that you ought to be pretty lucky, provided,
He had already turned his attention to the pack- of course, that you are good shots." .
mules, and havin~ led them up to within a few
"Neither of us claim _to be dead shots, Young
yards oft the camp, he stood there waiting for Wild West," Hanford declared, laµghingly, "and
some one to take notice of him.
as you are the Champion Deadshot of the West, I
"What's the trouble, greaser?" Cheyenne Char- fear that we would make a mighty poor showing
lie asked, as he turned and saw him standing as compared with your shooting."
there.
~ "This business of calling me the Champion
Deadshot of the West isn't altogether to -my lik"Maybe you tell me where to make da camp."
"That's good enough right where you are, if it ing," Wild answered. "Just because I won a prize
in a shooting match w:hen I was only sixteen years
suits your bosses."
·
of age, and have managed to hold my own against
"Dat suit all right. Dey leave dat to me."
"Maybe we are encroaching upon your terri- all comers since that time, my friends have nicktory, Young Wild West," Hanford spoke up, as he . named me the Champion Deadshot. But I haven't
the least doubt but that there are many men and
looked at the young deadshot inquiringly.
"Not at alll," was the quick reply. "This run- boys located in the West who can equal my shootning brook struck us as being an admirable spot ing."
"I'd like to find somebody as could show me
to camp at. You will notice that there is a high
wall of rock running up and that a ridge projects 'em, Wild," Cheyenne Charlie spoke up.
"That's all right, Charlie. We'll let that part
Qut for several feet right above our two tents. We
always select a spot like this if we can, for if we of it drop. Now then, you might make a few
happen· to come in contact with enemies they will suggestion:; as to the way they should fix up their
be prevented from doing any damage from above, camp. They have quite an outfit with them, and
and we will have good protection at"'the rear. We if they intend to remain for a day or two, they
don't mind being exposed at the frQnt and sides of should make provisions for it right at the very
our camp, for we can generally take care of our start. I think it will be advisable to stay here
enemies if they make an attack in the open."
uhtil about the day after tomorrow, anyhow. We
"The ridge runs along quite a distance, doesn't. can do a little hunting ourselves. Arietta has deIt? I really tpink ~t 9verhangs a little further to clared that she means to kill a cinnamon bear, and
where our man is now standing."
.
I am going to do my best to see that she .does it."
"Yes a little bit. You can't find a better pl_ace,
·. CharHe walked ove: to where the Mexican was

\
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unloading the uack-mules. But he~oon found. that
it was not necessary for him to make any suggestions, for fedro evidently understood· his . business.
"Wing," said Wild, as he walked over to where
the cook was still working away while he hummed
a curious sort of tune, "you may as well well cook
enough for three more. It will save those· people
the trouble of starting a fire and doing it themselves."
"Allee light, Misler Wild. We a!lee samee gottee plenty glub, so be. Me fixee evelythling allee
.
light."
"And maybe you'll get a tip from the hunters,
Wing," Jim said, a twinkle in his eyes.
"Me gittee plenty tippee when me workee in
Salt Lake City, Misler Jim," was the retort. "Me
no gittee tippee since lat timee."
"You don't expect to be tipped from us, do
you?"
"No, Misler Jim. Me gittee plenty pay, and me
.
velly muchee satisfy."
Young Wild West was perfectly satisfied that
the nu.nters would be able to find plenty of game
to shoot at, for they had started all sorts of game
common to that region that very day, and had
only taken advantage of one moµntain goat, .which
Wild had brought down with a 1c;mg-range shot. ·
The carcass of this was hanging from the )imb
.of a tree a short distance from the two tents, and
what was being cooked by Wing now was from
the haunch of a buck that had been shot the day
befor€ bv Jim. Anna assisted the cook, and about
half an hour after the newcomers had arrived the
supper was pronounced to be ready. Cheyenne
Charlie- had informed the hunters that they need
not go to the trouble of cqoking their supper, and
the two had been profuse in their .thanks. The
me~] being ready now, they were invited to come
ovei and eat. By this time the tent they -were to
occupy had been put in position, though Pedro was
still busy. .
"Tell the greaser to come, too." ~n.eyenne
Charlie called o_ut, when he saw them coming
,
without him:"Oh, he will wait until the rest have eaten. He
will taken his supper ;with the two Chinamen, he
says."
"That's all right. We make no distinction about
such matt1lrs. Hop eats with us whenever we are
in camp, and Wing generally takes a . bite between
times and finishes up after the rest are through.
Tell Pedro to come on."
But the Mexican insisted on waiting, so they let
him have his own way about it. One thing was
that the two men who had come so lately from the
East had good appetities, and they declared that
they felt ashamed of themselves as they were
helped continually to the good things that had
been cooked over the campfire. •
"I rather think that a Chinee cook is a good
thing to have around," Hanford observed, as he
1"oked with something like admiration at Wing.
This pleased the cook so that he could not helpshooting a sly glance at his brother to let him
know that the men considered him of more importance than an ordinary man who could perform
sleight-of-hand tricks. ·Hop knew what the glance
meant, but he said nothing. When the supper was
over with, Ht1.nford. consulted with his partner,
and after a few whispered words had been exchanged they both drew &ome money from their

pockets and, stepping over to the cook, Hanford
•
said:
"Here you are, Wing. Acce_pt this for the
trouble we have put you to. We know very well
that Young Wild West .and his friends won't take
anything from us after inviting u~ to eat supper
with them, but we are so well satisfied that we
are bound to pay some one, .even if it is only a
small sum."
Wing opened wide his eyes when he saw four
silver dollars in the hand of the man. But he accepted them, making a very low bow, and then
shot a triumphant glance at his brother again.
"My blother allee samee nicee cookee," Hop
said, nodding to the two. "Pletty soonee me
chuckee dicee with him and me takee lat money.
Me volly smartee Chinee. Me gottee uncle in
- China whattee velly smartee, and me allee samee
likee ms uncle."
"Ha, na, ha!" laughed Hanford. "This is really
amusing. How funny they are, when you come
to realize it."
"Velly muchee funny," Hop answered. "Me
.
,
allee samee-"
What he was going to say no one ever knew, for
just then the report of a· caTbine rang' out close at
hand, and a bullet flattened against the face of the .
cliff almost in range with P~dro 1 the Mexican, who
had just begun eating his supper. .
"Look out!" cried Young Wild West. "The
sneaking coyotes a1·e after us. Get to cover every.
body!"
The young deadshot grabbed his rifle in a
• twinkling and turned his gaze in the direction tht:
shot had come from. One glimpse of a moving
form among some rocks a couple of hundTed feet
away, and the rifle flew to his sp.oulder. There was
a snort silence, and then- Crang I ,
'

'

.

CHAPTER 111.-The Bandits are Located.
The · fact that somebody had iired a . shot upon
the camp with the intent to kill \vas quite enough
to make Young Wild West shoot with the intention of killing. When he once. caught a glimpse of
a human form .that was crawling among rocks, he
followed it quickly, and being able to draw -a bead
upon the object, fired without any hesitation. As
the rePQrt rang out a smothered cry came to the
ears of those at the double camp, as it might b,!.
called.
"You got ·him, Wild!" Cheyenne Charlie exclaimed, jubilantly, frdm the boulder he had hurriedly crouched · oohind. "I reckon that was the
galoot what tried to kill the greaser. He won't
try it ag'in, that's sartin."
John Clark and William Hanford, the two hunters, lay flat upon the ground behind a big rock,
which had been close to them at -the time the unknown man fired upon their guide. With pale
faces they remained there, watching the" movements of Young Wild West and his friends as
well as they could.
The Mexican had hurriedly crouched behind a
boulder which was hardly large enough to conceal
him. But he was full of fight, and he gripped his
rifle and peered from behind the boulder, waiting .
for the chance to get a ,shot. -But it seemed that·
Young Wild West had settled it for the present,
for t.1_>.oqh th_ey waited fully ten minutes, nothina
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was seen or heard of the villains who had come be more than · four left at the most, unless there
no doubt for the double purpose of being revenged had been more hanging back when the attack was
upon the man who had shot one of their number made ui:ron the hunters and their guide. Wild
and to rob the party. Presently the Mexican thought it over, and he was not long in coming-to
arose to his feet and walked toward his two em- the conclusion that there must be quite a number
ployers. He kept his eyes fixed in the direction of them or they would not have the nerve to come
the dan·ger would be apt to come from as he did up close enough to open fire upon the Mexican _
this, and his rifle was ready for instant use. He who had shot one of their gang. Then aga"in, it
was half way to the big rock behind which the struck him that he might be mistaken in this. Set •
men were lying when another shot rang out. The on by a vengeful feeling, they might have risked ·
bullet whizzed past Pedro's head, but not at all comin'g up that close. But the boy was not going
frightened, he gave vent to a shout of defiance and to take any chances. If there were no more ~than
then dropped upon his hands and knees ap.d quick- four of them, he thought it would be quite easy,
bu,t if there. were twice that number, or more• still,
ly reached the shelter that was so close at hand.
Cheyenne Charlie's eyes were wide open at the things might be somewhat dangerous. A sharp
time, and it happened tliat he was looking directly watch was kept, and n'o thing further was heartl
toward the spot the shooting came from. He saw .or seen of the villainous gang, and finally it bethe puff of smoke, and the report ha"tl sca1·cely died cam~ dark. The stars were soon shining brightly
out when his rifle was at his shoulder. Though he in the blue vault overhead, and a slight chill came
could not see the man, he took the chance of firing, upon the air, for after the sun went down at that
anyhow. Crang! As the sharp report of the weap- season of the year in the Sierras, the nights were
on soundered upon the clear air a yell of pain · somewhat cool. 1'he fire the cook had used to prepare the supper had been extinguished long be,
..
sounded, and then all was still again.
"I didn't quite git him!" the scout exclaimed, a fore this, so there was no possible chance of th'e
grim smile showing on his tanned and weather- bandits getting a shot at them from a distance. •
"Charlie," the youn,: deadshot sa4l, when he
beaten face. "But I fetched him somewhere jest
the same. _Maybe. he got it in one of his arms, or thought the proper time had arrived, "I reckon we
it might have been a leg. If I could have seen had better take a little scout around and find
what I was shootin' at you kin bet your life he where these fellows are. You won't need your rifle
in the darkness, so leave it in charge of Anna. Et
wouldn't be livin' now."
"What are we going to do, Young Wild West?" will keep mine for me till we come back. Co~
on."
called out Hanford, appealingly.
"You don't have to do ·a thing," was the reply.
"Right you are, Wild," Charlie answered, eager
•,
"Just stay behind that big rock and you will be to accompany the young dead.shot.
safe enough. It seems that these fellows you call
Then Wild made his way to where the two huntbandits are· quite desperate, and mean business. ers and their guide were sitting on the ground. '
But that's all right. They'll soon get ~ick of it,
"All you fellows have got to do is to ke~ your
and you can' bet on that. Since they are h_unting eyes and ears open." he said. "We are goi• to
us I'll start in to hunt them as soon as 1t gets hunt for the bandits. If we find them you can bet
da~k, and then we'll see who will come out at the your life that we'll. soon either make them prh;oritop of the heap."
ers or put an end to them. They have started the
"Perhaps we might be able to buy them off," game going, so we must do our part in it. Cersuggested Clark, iJi a voice that trembled slightly. tainly. we are not going to let them shoot at u's
"Don't talk that way," the young deadshot an- without returning the compliment. It shows
swered, sharply. There's no such thing as buying plainly that they are trying to kill us, and that
off a gang like that. The only thing to do is to means that we have a perfect right to do tire
shoot them off if they persist in trying to kill us. same to them."
"I suppose yo-n. can call it open warfare, Young
Now just take it easy and things will be bound to
Wild West," Clark said, in a husky voice.
come out all right."
"Yes, that's just what you can call it. But open
As has been ;tated, the place where our friends
. had camped was pretty well protected. Bu,t this warfare is quite common in a great many. parts of
did not mean that the scoundrels who .had chosen the wild West, you know."
. "So I have heard. But it seems awful, don't
to follow them there and make an attack on them
did not have a .good chance at them. However, it?" .
"Oh, I don't know just what the word awful
they would be forced to remain at least two hundred feet away unless they showed themselves, means. I have never given it much thought, so 1 I
and there being a sufficient number of rocks and suppose that accounts for it. Now you just do
bouldel's for the besieged party to hide behind, it as I tell you. Stay right where you are, and ke6J>
•
was simply a case of being careful. By this time your eyes and ears open. Come on, Charlie."
The scout gave a nod, and the next minute thlt'
the sun had sunk below the line of the western
horizon -and it was rapidly becoming dark. Twi- two had crept away and disappeared in the darklight does not linger long in that section of the ness. The young deadshot and the scout were so
country, and what Young Wild West wanted now used to that sort of thing that they went . along
was darkness, and that as quickly as possible. He fearlessly. Their well-trained ears and eyes made
did not mean to remain and wait for the bandits them almost invincible as far as being taken by
surprise was concerned. While they realized
to make an attack.
The hunters had told him that there were five or that they had desperate men who were no doultt
six in the party, though Cheyenne Charlie de- • used to the mountains and woods to deal with,
clared that there were but four. As one of these neither of them had the least thought of running
had been shot by the Mexican, and Wild had drop- into anything like real danger. One minute after
ped one of them, this meant that there cou_ld not -leaving the hunters the twp were among the roclu
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from which the shots had been fired. Wild knew
exactly where to look for the fellow he had succeeded in shooting. On he went without making
a sound, and in the same way Cheyenll,I:! Charlie
followed. Soon the boy crept behind a bush, and
as his left hand touched the ground it came in
contact with something wet and sticky.
• The boy knew what this meant. It was blood
hi s hand had touched. But he had made no mistake, and that made him well satisfied. Evidently
the body had been carried away by the others. He
paused long enough to let Charlie know what he
had fc,und. and then the two soon got to the top
of the ascent, and found themselves upon an open
spot that could not be seen· from the camp below.
They paused here and looked around them in all
directions, keeping their ears open at the same
time. Suddenly Wild saw a flash of light something like a hundred yards away. The light remained for a second or two, and then disappeared.
Charlie saw it, too, for a nud~ from the boy
caused him to look the right way.
"Somebody lighted a match," he whispered, his
• mouth close to the young deadshot's ear.
"That's right," was the reply. "He was either
looking for something or else lighted a pipe or
something."
The words wer~ scarcely out of his mouth when
there was another flash. This time the light
burned longer, and then both became satisfied
t'h!!,t the match was being u sed for the purpose of
making an examination of something or other.
But it told them the way they should proceed if
they wanted to find the bandits. Without saying
anything to his partner, the young deadshot started softly along in the direction the flashes had
sl'\on.rrom. Noiselessly and with all the skill and
tact <'5I an expert woodsman, the scout came afte;r
him. It took them but a short time to get to the
edge of a thicket, and then as they came to a halt
they could hear low voices a short distance away.
To attempt to push their way through the bushes
and weeds would necessarly cause them to make
more or less noise, so they did not even think of
trying it.' Instead, Young Wild West turned to the
right and moving along softly, soon came to the
end of the thicket and found a small open spot. He
quickly made his way around, and a minute later
stepped behind a rock and then dropped upon his
hands and knees. Charlie came right up to him,
and then the two had the satisfaction of looking
down upon a group of men and horses. But there
were more than four men there. The two counted
them without delay, and found that there were
just a dozen. One was sitting upon the ground
and two others were busying themselves with his
arm. Them was light enough from the stars for
Young Wild West and the scout to see this quite
~inly. Both now knew why, the matches had
been lighted. The man on the. ground had been
shot in the arm, and the others were trying to ftx
him up.
"That's the galoot I took a chance at, Wild,"
Charlie whispered, as .he gave the boy a nudge.
A nod was all the reply he got, for they were so
close that the young deadshot did not think it wise
to risk starting up a conversation. The fact that
there were twelve men there instead of four did
not tend to make Young Wild West and the scout
feel any fear. But if there had been as many as
lfty there, nothing like fear would have come

upon either, for they were of the sort who never
become discouraged no matter what the odds
might be against them. It was out of the question
to thi_nk tJf trying to surprise the villains and
make them prisoners. If Jim and the Mexican
had been with them it would be different, for then
they would stand a better chance. However, if
Charlie could have his way about it he would have
opened fire ·upon the with the intention of sho,oting them down before they had a chance. He believed that such fellows as bandits, outlaws and
other men of that stripe should be cleaned out as
quic\dy as possible, especially when it was a known
fact that they were bent upon taking the lives of
honest people. He did not even hint anything to.
· that effect, though, for he knew well that Young
Wild West always made it a point to give even the
worst man in the world a chance for his life. The
two remained there listening for fully five minutes, but the bandits were talking in such low
tones that it was only a few words that they
could catch.
•
s'ome of them were Mexicans and the others
native Americans of the desperado -type so common in that part of the country at the time of
which we write. Really, the last-named were the
most to be feared, for most of them have been
brought up Jawlessly and considered the slaying
of a human being as amounting ta nothing, especially when it could be done without much of a
risk being run. Young Wild West and Cheyenne
Charlie knew all the types to be found in that
part of the country, and they were so familiar
with them that a glance or a word was almost
enough to let theJl'.l know the character of a· man.
Bent upon finding out what the gang meant to do,
Wild settled into a more comfortable position and
waited. Charlie did likewise, and after ten minutes more had passed and the men started to leave
the spot, the two were somewhat relieved. They
saw them place the body of a man upon the back
of a horse, and then the wounded fellow was assisted ~o mo~t. This mea~t that they were going
some little distance, otherwise they would not have
bothered with the horses.
"Charlie," the young deadshot whispered, as he
touched his companion on the arm, "you go back
to the camp and get our horses. I'll follow these
fellows on foot, and when I think, it about time
for you to appear, I'll give the hoot of an owl
twice in succession. Y Oj needn't bother to an- ~
swer it, for if you do tliey might become suspicious. But you will know about where I am."
"Right you are, Wild," was the -reply, and then
without waiting for any further instructions,
·Cheyenne Charlie slipped away and made his way
noiselessly around the edge of the thicket. He
reached the . camp in quick time, and the instant
they saw that he was alone, the two hunters excitedly began to ask questions.
"Wild told you to take it easy, so do what h6
said," Charlie answered rather tartly. "He's folle1in' the gang of bandits, an' I'm goin' to take his
horse along after him. There's jest a dozen of
'em besides the one what's dead."
This did not tend to allay their fears any, but
the scout had no time to bother with them just
then. Jim was not long in getting Spitfore, the
sorrel stallion Young Wild West prided so much,
ready, and when he had done so, Charlie, riding
his own horse, came up and took the bridle. But
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there was another inmate of the camp who was
very active just then. It was Hop Wah, the clever
Chinee.
·
"Misler Charlie," he said, as he came around a
bend in the cliff, leading his piebald broncho, "me
go too. Me wantee helpee."
:,If you're goin' you jest keep' well behind me,
heathen," was the reply. "1 don't want you to go
to makin' no noise so we'll git into trouble."
•
"Me fi.xee evelythling allee light, Misler Charlie. •
Me velly smartee Chinee.'
Then· after the girls had c!'-utioned him to. b~
very careful, Cheye~ne Charlie. rode off, _le!ldmg
the young deadshot s horse, with Hop ridmg a
short distance behind.
CHAPTER IV.-Hot After the Baruiits.
•As Wild supposed they would do, t~e horsemen
made their way straight to ~he trail. As th_ey
kept their horses at a walk, it was easy for lum
to follow them and not more than a hundred feet
behind the )Jlst one of them hE:. walked noiselessly
along. Eve'1 when they struck the comparatively
smooth JrrOUnd thev did not increase the pace.
"Now then" the young deadshot thought, "if
Charli'I~ only ;ticks to the trail it will be. easy. I
don't know just how far these fellows mtend _to
~ but it strikes me that it is but a short distaitce. I'll find out, anyhow, and if it happens
that they have a headquarters anywhere close by,
it will be easy to corral them.''
Down the trail the villains rode, passing the
spot where the attack had been made upon the
two hunters and their guide. Then about two
hundred yards further on tliey came to a halt.
The young deadshot had barely time to step , behind a bunch of bushes when those in the rear
turned an<l looked back as if they thought it possible they might be followed. At that vin·y moment Wild heard the unmistakable sounds made
by horses' hoofs C?ming down the hill. Feari_ng
that the bandits might hear the sounds, he hurried
up the hill which was quite steep just there. Fortunately the sounds ceased just then, and a few
seconds later Wild saw the outlines of Cheyenne
Charlie and the horses. He did not ,give the ~ig~l at all, for it was not necessary, and hurrying
forward, he called out softly:
"Hello, Charlie!"
"That you, Wild?" came the reply, in a low
tone of voice.
"Yes.''
"Leave the horses here and follow me. The
gang is only a short distance ahead, and I have
an idea that they are going •to stop somewhere
close by."
"Right you are, Wild," and the scout hurriedly
dismounted just as Hop Wah came up, his horse
at a walk. Wild saw him and, not at all surprised, he motion d for him to keep back, and
then he,.hurried softlv down the hill again . .::harlie kept right at his_ heels, and it was not long before the two were at the very sp9t Wild had been
when he came so nearly being seen bv the bandits
when they halted. · But the gang had disappeared
now, and not a sound could b,e heard to explain
where they had gone. Wild was not a little put
out, for it struck him that the bandits must have
left the trail somewhere near by, and to find
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where they had gone in the darkness would be a
hard thing to do.
"lt's too bad I heard you coming just as I did,"
he said in a low whisper to the scout. "They
stopped within a few yards of where we are standing, and I could tell by the way they acted that
they intended o leave the trail. Now then, the
thing to do is to find where they went to."
"Maybe they went on a little further, Wild,"
Charlie suggested.
"We' 1 find out. Come on."
Down the slope they walked cautiously, arni
reaching a bend in the trail, found that they could
look sti;aight ahead f01· quite a dgtance. But
there were no si_gns of the bandits. They listened,
"but only the chirping of some insects and the
trickling of a mountain stream •some distanc ~
away broke the sWlness of the night.
"Well, Charlie," 'Wild suggested, "we'll walk on
back to where I saw th Pm last. You look sharply
on the right for anything that will suggest a path
or trail. and I'll do the same on the left.''
The scout gave a nod, and then the two moved
slowly up the hHl again. But it was too dark for
them to see a nything, since for the most part the
trail was entirely covered by projecting branches
of the thick-leaved trees that grew in such profusion there. They continued all the way until
they came to the s'J)ot where Hop had been · left.
When they got th,ere they were a little surprised
to find that he was not here. though the three
horses were standing at the side of the bail.
"Where in thunder is the heathen?" Charlie
asked, turning to his companions.
·
"Somewhere close by, no doubt," was the reply.
"Take it easy. There's no need of getting excited.
Hop is peculil:1.r in his ways, and probably he has
a eason for leaving the horses.''
Not wishing to call out to him for fear the
bandits might hear them, the two remained there
in silence for fully five minutes. Then both grew
rather impatient, and knowing that the Chinaman
would understand it, Wild gave the usual signal
they used in the night-time, which was an almost
perfect imitation of the hoot of an owl twice in
quick succession. The signal had hardly been
given when a loud report sounded off to the right
of the trail.
"There yer are!" Cheyenne Charlie exclaimed
excitedly. "The heathen went over that way.
What in thunderation does he mean ,b y firin' ..his
blamed old pistol off like that? Them bandit fellers will sartainlv hear it an' git there in ~ jiffy.''
Bang! Another report sounded, and then a red
glare shot up from the bushes.
"Fireworks that time," the scout declared,
shrugging his shoulders. "That heathen is a
blamed fool.'
. Wild held up his hand for silence, and as they
hstened he was r ~warded by hearing hurried footsteps and a cra-shmg in the bushes.
I
"Get on your horse, Charlie,' he advised, and
then he quickly mounted himself, at the same time
seizing the bridle-rein of Hop's broncho.
Closer the footsteps sounded, and then the two
heard other sounds a little beyond: which told
them plainly that if it was Hop who ' was approaching, he was being pursued. It was Hop,
sure enough, for suddenly he burst from the
bushes and, seeing the two mounted and waitinc
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for him, he called ·out loud enough for t_h em to
hear:
"Um bad Melican men and gleasl)rs wantee
ketchee me. Hully uppee!"
"Hurry up yourself, heath~n !" the scout answered, half angrily.
Hop did .hurry up, and he swung himself upon
the back of his horse with amazing quickness.
Then all three went galloping up the trail. They ;
rounded the bend without -seeing _anything of
Hop's pursuers, and then _when they had ridden
on a little further, Wild suddenly halted and
turned his horse the other way. He listened for
fuUy a minut , and finding that no one was coming unless they were doing it in a very cautious
manner, he turned to the. Chinaman and said:
"What was up, anyway, Hop?"
"When you and Misler Charlie go lookee down
um hill pletty soonee me hear somebody walk. Me
go lookee velly muchee quickee, and me findee um
path. Len me walk along lillee further and me
see thlee, four men lide um horses behi'nd um big
lock. Me walk up and lookee, · and Jen two men
jumpee outtee and tly ketchee me. Me makee um
owl call and Jen me shootee um pistol velly muchee
quickee. Um two owl call and Jen me shootee
um pistol velly muchee quickee. Um two men
jumpee back velly muchee 'flaid. Len me lightee
fireclacker and jumpee on · um glound. Me lun
vellv muchee fastee, and findee you waitee for me.
Lat· allee, Misler Wild. Me 'velly smartee Chinee.''
.
"Wasn't so baa, after all, was it, Wild?" the
scout observed, as the :young deadshot turned his
.horse up the hill once -)nore and started toward
the camp.
.
"No," was the reply. "Hop found them even if
we couldn't. But it won't do for us to go prowl'ng
around there just now. I reckon we'll wait until
along toward morning, and then we'll let Hop lead
us to the place where he saw the villains, and
possibly we may findt·their hiding-place. I mean,
of course, if they do1. t come and clean us out before that time.''
"Clean us out, eh?" and the $Cout gave vent to
a low chuckle. "I reckon there ain't enough in
that gang to do it, Wild. ,, J est let 'em come sneakin' around our camp an',we'll mighty soon thin 'em
out so that there won't be none of 'em left, if
they keep .at it.
·
The three weTe not long in getting back to the
camp. Wild was rather disappo:nted at the way
things had turned out, though there was a source
of satisfaction in 'knowing that the Chinaman had
probably discovered the hiding-place of the ~andits. He related all that had happened to those
waiting there, and it is needless to ·say that the
two hunters and their guide were more than interested. Clark and Hanford were somewhat relieved, too, when they found the three had got
back to the camp safely. Both ~dmitted that they
feared they might be shot by the bandits. But
finding how easy they all took it, they gradually
began to pluck up~courage and partly made themselves believe that it would be as Young Wild
West had stated; everything would turn out all
right.
"Of c~urse, there wont be much of a chance to
do any hunting as long as those fellows are after
us," Wild told them, after they had talked it over
" while. But we'll try and fix it so there won't

be enough of them left to bother us between now
and tomorrow noon."
"Its too bad they had to interfere with us, when
I had made up my mind to get a cinnamon bear,'',
Arietta spoke up, with a shake of the head.
"Never mind, little 'girl," the young deadshot
answered smilingly. · "You are going to get the
bear all right, if we have to stay up here all winter. The Sierras ought to be full of them, and it
will be, mighty strange if we can't strike one before very long.'
While the young deadshot had told the hunters
that ih his opinion there would not be enough bandits left to interfere with them by the following
noon, he did not let them know of his intention
to go and look for the villains .again that night.
Since they showed so much fear about the bani
of villains, he thought it best to let them remain
in ignorance of this. But he did not intend to
give the bandits the least chance to surprise them,
so he quickly suggested that all hands lend their
assistance and roll up the big: boulders that could
be handled into such a shape that they might form
a breastworks.
"You fellows h;:td better move :vo•r tent over
here, too, and it will save you a whole lot of
trouble," he said. to the three. "Put it right outside ours. and lead your horses further down so
they can be with the rest of them."
"Dat right," Pedl'o, the Mexican. answei-ed.
"Me feel verra much better when me do do dat.''
The two hunters wo1·ked with alacrity, and it
took but a nry few minutes before the change
was completed. Hop and Wing a ssisted them,
and p.ut up their tent close to the larger one that
was occupied by th~male members of Young Wild
\Vest's party. Meanwhile, -the young deadshot
and his two partners were l:msy rolling up tp.e
boulders. As •t!J.ey u5'bally did when it was possible to find them, they dragged up a couple of
fallen trees, and this added to the protection they
were trying to make. Clark and Hanford joined
in, and in about half an hour after the two camps
had been combined into one, a very strong barricade had been made, so that it extended for nearly
a h,u ndred feet. Of course, there were parts of
it where it was not more than high enough for
a person to crouch out of danger, but near the
tents it was raised to a distance of about five f~t.
In many places it was not ·necessary to do a thing.
"There! I reckon that will be all right," the,
young deadshot said, as he surveyed the work
when it was completed. "If we are going to remain here for two or three day.s, we'll find that
the work has not been done for naught. Even if
we are not attacked, it will give a general feeling
of security.''
.
".It cel)tainly will to us," 'declared Hanford, with
a shrug of the shoulders. "I will confess that I
would a great deal rather be back in Huma than
right here.''
'
·
"And so would I," his partnm.· declared. "But,"
he added, "I dont mean that I don't place the
greatest of confidence in you, Young Wild West.
I honestly believe that all you have told us will
come true; that we will not be harmed by the.
bandits, in fact.''
"Keep right on believing that, my friend," was,
the smiling retort. "This just puts a little flavor
in the soup you know.''
.
,l
"Soup, eh?" and the man . looked surprised.
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"Well, I' am putting it that way. We will s~y
that the hunting trip is the soup, and the bandits
are the flavor that goes in to make it taste all the
better."
''Um bad gleaser allee samee makee velly goodee
soup, so be," Hop spoke up blandly. "Maybe
we makee plenty soup. Gittee mad Melica11 man,
too. My blother cookee velly nicee."
"Shuttee uppee, Hop," Wing spoke up, for he
knew his brother was pooking fun at him. "Me
no cookee men. :Me cookee deer, bear and plenty
birds, so be."
"Maybe you allee samee cookee dog and lats
sometimee, my fool blother."
Wing made an angry reply, and the two were
getting close together when Wild 'interfered.
· "Quit that," he said sharply. "This is no time
for any tomfoolery. Wait until tomorrow m9rning, if you want to fight it <;>Ut. Well certamly
give you a good chance to do 1t.
"Me no wantee fightee," Wing declared.
"My fool blother allee samee 'flaid," Hop ventured, as he walked slowly away. "Me givee him
velly muchee black eye. Me fightee allee samee
:Melican men."
This was so amusing that Clark and Hanford
actually forgot their fear of the bandits, and they
~ lau$hed heartily. The evening spe1 on with_out
the bandits showing up, and when 1t came time
for them to turn in, Wild let Jim Dart take the
first watch as usual. Hanford declared that he
would not l~t the bov remain awake alone, and he
insisted so strongly that Wild gave him permission to remain in guard with Jim.
"When his turn is over I'll call John," he said,
"and he can take his trick, too. Then Pedro will
do the same thing."
. "If you want it that- way.._all right," the young
deadshot said, with a smile.
·
"We certainly do," both men declared,. while
the Mexican gave a nod of approval.
As Wild and Charlie meant to leave , about an
hour before daylight, it was agreed that Jim
should remain a little longer on gnard, so the two
might get a little more sleep. Things went along
smoothly enough. Not a. thing occurred. to disturb them, and just about an ho~r before it would
be daylight Wild and Charlie shpped away from
,the camp, leaving Pedro, the Mexican, and ~op
to watch until daylight. 01 course, the guide
ew where they were going, and he promised
not to let the two men he was employed by know
of it until it could not be helped. Bent upon making a short thing of it and clean_ing out" the ,band
of villains in a hurry, Young Wild West and the
scout hurried to the spot where Hop had emerged
from the bushes. At first they had intended to
take the Chinaman with them, but they allowed
him to remain at the camp. What the resuH
would be neither knew, but both were confident of
success.
Cf!APTER V.-A Double Mistake.
Young Wild West and Cheyenne Charlie had no
difficulty in reaching the spot where Hop had fired
a shot and set off the firecracker. It is needless to
say that they moved very cautiously in approaching it, and once they got there they came to a
halt and listened for fully five minutes. · At the
expiration of that time the:y; heard a sound which
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indicated that someone, was close by. Peering
through the darkness they were not long in discovering a man who was walking up and down a:s
if on guard duty. The scout gave Wild a nudge,
and then whispered:
"He's keepin' a watch, Wild. Most likely the
rest of the gang is in a cave close by."
"That's a pretty sure thing, Charlie,' the young
deadshot answered, and then both became silent.
Young Wild West was doing considerable thinks
ing. The fact that a man was guarding the retreat of the bandits made it appear difficult for
them to do anything. They might catch the fellow unawares and overpower him before he had a
chance to sound a warning, but there was considerable of a risk attached to it. While the boy
was figuring out a plan of action, he suddenly
. heard the crackling of a twig. The sound came
from behind him, and, turning, he was just in time
to catch a glimpse of a man who was crawling
along upon his hands and knees. Of course,
Charlie heard the sounds and saw the fellow, too,
but he said nothing, and simply waited to see
what Wild would do. The young deadshot i'llmained right where he was, for he saw. that if
the man kept on the way he was going he would
come directly to them. Revolver in hand, he
crouched in the shadow of a rock and waited, the
scout sitting near him. Slowly the man crept
up, pausing now and then and· listening. His actiohs suggested that he was spying upon the bandits rather than looking for the young deadshot
and the scout. Wild was slightly puzzled, but he
made up his mind to find out who the man was
and what he was there for. Closer he came, -and·
when he was within perhaps six feet of the t\\'.O,
Wild arose and, pushing the tnuzzle of 'his revolver
close .to the man's breast, said in a whisper:
"Hold up your hands!. We have got you dead
to rights. Don't make a cry."
,A gasp of astonishment came from the fellow,
and theh up went his hands.
.
"You have got me," he said, "but don't think
it will do you any good, for there are twenty men
rig}(t close by and they are all .ct>ming this wa7.
We have trailed you fellows to your lair."
"That's all :right, Mr. Bandit," the boy answered, in his cool and easy way. "Don't try to do
any bluff. It won't work in this case. We happen to know just where the rest of your gang is
hiding. Probably you were out looking around
and saw us coming up this way."
The prisoner tried to peer into the boy's face as
he said this, and he a~ted as if he was astounded.
Charlie now ~epped up and took the weapons
from him, and then Wild, holding a revolver close
to his head, turned and led him away from the
spot. The prisoner seemed to be more than willing to walk along, for he made no attempt at
holding back.
"We have got one of you, anyway," Wild said,
nodding to him and giving him a tap with the revolver. "I reckon we'll get the whole bunch before
the day is over."
."Say," the prisoner said suddenly, -«do you take
me for o.ne of Ricardo's gang?'
"I never heard of Ricardo," the boy answered.
"But never mind. We caught you napping, and I
reckon you will be glad enough to give us some
information before we get through with you."
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··"Most likely I will, young fellow. But who are
you, al}yhow?"
• ·
-"My name is Young Wild West.'
"What! the prisoner exclaimed; as he stepped
back in utter amazement. "I r<>ckon we've both
made a mighty big mistake. I know you now,
come to think of it. . I seen you down in Huma two
or three days ago."
.
"Wild," the scout spoke up, in a low tone of
voice, "I reckon there's a mighty . big mistake.
This feller a.in't one of the bandit gang. I remember now of seein' him playin' faro in Huma
one night when I was in to see what was goin'
on."
.
·
."I know you!" the prisoner exclaimed, turning
quickly to Charlie. "You're Young Wild West's
partner. Cheyenne Charlie they call you.''
"You have got that dead right, pard." ,
"Whew! This is what I call a lucky piece of
business. You two was up here on the same errand that I was, spyin' on Ricardo's gang."
"Who is Ric,n-do?" ·wild demanded. for he was
now pretty well convinced that the fellow was not
a bandit. ✓
"He\; the leade1· of a desperate gang- that's been
raisin' ructions around through the mountains an'
in ·the foothills," was the reply. "We heard of a
big hold-up on the west trail the other- day, so I
started out- with twenty men to try an' nab Ricardo. There's a reward of five thousand dollars
offered ,for him dead or alive, an' I'm lookin' for
the reward."
·
"Then you were not lying when you said you
had twenty men close by?" ·
, "Not a bit, Young Wild West. "I'll show 'em
to you insid~ of five minutes. . Come right on." .
The boy promptly lowered his revolver, for he
was now satisfied that he had been mistaken. The
three hurried on, and striking a pal;h that ·l ed
slightly to the left, they were not long in reaching
a glen from which low voices came. The men
who had been made a prisoner by the young deadshot prohfl}tly gave a low whistle, and as soon as
It was answered he led the two into the glen.
!'Hello, boys!" he called out. "I guess we're all
in luck. Here's Young Wild .West and one of his
pards. I found 'em watching the cave of the
Mountain Gang, an' they took me for one of the
gang an' made me a prisoner. But it's all right
now," and he laughed lightly.,
A m-an came from behind, the clump of ·rocks
with a lantern, and then Young Wild West and
Cheyenne Charlie were soon shaking hands with
a score of husky Westerners, who they soon
learned had set out to hunt down t:ke bandits and
take the leader dead or alive, so they might obtain
the reward of five thousand dollars that was
offered. The man who had been doing the spying
was the leader. His name was Ned Hudson, and
he had the reputation of being one of the best
criminal hunters in the Souj;hwest, besides being
a deputy sheriff. It did not take Wild and Charlie
lone: to become well acquainted with the men,
most of whom were deputies and sworn in to carry
out the law as it was laid down in Huma. Ned
Hudson informed them that they had picked up a
clue as to their whereabouts in a rather peculiar
way. While he was doing, a little scouting, Hudson had accidentally come upon the bandits- as
they were making their way to their cave. But
he had not followed them far enough to note ex-
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actly where they went, and had returned' to get
his men closer to the spot. After doing this he
set out again, and it was then thnt he came upon
Wild and Charlie in such an unexpected manner.
"Now then, Young Wild West," the · deputy
sheriff said. after he had concluded his stqry, "I'm
goin' to ask you what's the best thing to do. We
want to git Ricardo alive if possible, but if we
can't do it that way we're goin' to .take him dead.
Of co_urse we want to git the whole gang if we kin . .
But it don't make no difference whether they're
alive Or dead. They'll start to sliootin', an' we've
got to protect ourselves, so we'll all shoot to kill."
"If you want my _advice," the y<;mng deadshot
answered, in his cool and easy way; ·"I would say
that you had better get as close to the cave as possible, and then wait there until it gets daylight.
It's quite likely that they'll come out, for they
certainly want to get revenge for having lost two
of their men."
·
"I seen they had a dead one with 'em," Hudson
answered. "Shot him?" ·
Wild quickly t.9ld them all that had happened
since the bandits nad first showed themselves.
"So. the greaser got one an' you got one, eh?
Well, that puts 'em down to a putty small ..number,
don't it?"
·
·
"There are just twelve of them, as near as I can
tell, and you say there are twenty of you here. I
reckon you had better go ahead and get the reward. and we won't interfere, because we have
something else on hand. We want to do a little
hunting in the Sierras, you know.''
"But you're willin' to help us a little, ain't
you?"
"Oh, yes."
.
"Then you think that we had better git as close
as we kin to the cave an' wait there till after daylight?"
"Yes, I think that's the best plan. Some of
them will surely come out, and when they do you
ought to fix it so you can take them by surprise
and easily make them prisoners.''
·
"Yes, I reckon we kin do that all right.''
"Very well,. then. We may as well go back ·to
our camp. We'll have . our· breakfast and then
come back."
wish you would do that, Young Wild West."
"We'll do it. I'll bring the two hunters and
their guides as well- as my other partner, too.
Then there ·c ertainly will be enough to corral th
Mountain Gang, as you call it.''
"But we must be sµre to get Ricardo, dead or
alive, you know," Hudson declared. "He's-:a foxy
fellow, and there's enough agin him to hang him a
dozen times. That's why a reward of five thousand dollars has been offered for him."
"All right. I reckon we'll catch Ricardo quite
easy. Now then, you know what to do, so we'll
go on back to our camp.''
•.
Wild was heartily glad that the posse had been
met, for he kne\V quite well t:hat even if they had
been able to capture the gang of bandits they
would hardly have known what to do with them.
Now thei>e, would be no trouble about it at all.
Whichever ·way it went the deputy sheriff and his
men would be there to take charge of things.
Back the two went, reaching the camp while it
was yet dark. Pedro and Hop were alert, and
when they heard them coming the Chinaman at
once called out..:
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"Whattee vou wantee?"
"That's all right, Hop," Wild answered laughingly. "We have come back a little sooner than
we expected to, that's all."
"You no ftndee um bandits, len, Misler Wild?"
the Chinaman said as he ran to meet them.
"Yes, we know just where they are, bu,t it seems
that there are others looking for them, so we left
it to them and came on back."
Then the boy turned his gaze to th east a,nd
saw that dawn• was beginning tq show.
"How about it, Charlie?" he saidhnodding to
the scout. "Shall we lie down for aw ile?"
"I reckon :we may as well, Wild. There ain't
nothin' to bo~er us now. We sartinly won't have
any of them bandit fellers sneakin' around here
tryin' to git a shot at us."
The young deadshot gave a nod and then the
two quickly entered the tent and threw themselves
upon their blankets. The sun was just beginning
to show itself above a distant range when they
were awa1cened by a yell. They knew right away
what had happened, and when they saw Wing disappearing under the tent they knew that his
brother was dragging him out. But they had all
slept enough, so they hurried outside and found
the two Chinamen engaged in a struggle, while
Pedro, the guide, stood looking on as if undecided
jum what to do.
"Let 'em fight it out, Wild. If they scratch
each other's eyes out it will servl! 'em both right,"
the scout declared, in disgust. "I don't mind bein'
woke up, but to hear a heathen yell like that ain't
jest the. right. kind of thing for a fellers ears. ·
Anybody would have thought he was gittin' killed
'
by bandits." ·
"Hip hi!" Hop shouted just then, as he threw ·
· his brother to the ground and got on top. "Now
len, me makee you face allee samee likee je1ly,
so be."
Smack, smack I He certainly was delivering
· some pretty hard blows upon Wings fate.
"Stoppee, stopee!" the cook cried. "You hurtee
'
•.
me. Whabtee mattee, Hop?"
Smack. smack! Hop gave him <B couple more,
· and then Wing, becoming desperate, gave a sudden wrench and turned him over.
"Me fixee you!" he shouted, and then he began·
pounding as hard as he could with both fists,
But Hop was clever· enough to shield his face
with his arms, so the blows did not hurt him very
much. However, he was unable to throw Wing
off, and when he got a good punch in the ribs he
let out a yell of pain. By this time the whole
camp was aroused. The two hunters came running to the spot, frightened and wondering what
it all meant. Jim had .come out of the tent right
after Wild and Charlie, and he stood there, his
arms folded, watching the battle.
"What does it mean?" Hanford asked, as he
looked at the strug.g ling pair.
"It means that Hop pulled his brother out of
the tent in .a hurry, and that the action was resented and they are fighting," was the young
deadshot's reply.
"Oh! Are you going to let them keep on fight.
. ing?"
"Yes; I've seen so much of this ·humbug busi· ness between the two that I think I'll let it go to
a finish this time. I have no fear that either will
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be hurt badly. We'll just see who is the boss,
and maybe that will settle it."
"Me killee my
"Hip hi!" Wing shouted.
blother."
"You no killee me," came from Hop, and then
he wriggled loose and got upon his feet.
But Wing was almost as quick, and the!) the
two faced each other, doubling · up their fists in
something like a boxing attituqe. ·
"Go on an' finish the fight!" Cheyenne Charlie
exclaimed. "Wild says this here thing nas got to
be settled for good an' all. You have got to see
who's the ·boss."
The cook felt of his bruised face and acted very
much as if he was willing to give up. But as hls
brother made a threatening step toward him, he
suddenly lowered his head and butted him
squarely in the stomach. Down went Hop, tu1·ning a back somersault, and with remarkable agility landing upon his feet. Wing acted as if he
thought he had settled it, and he began laughing
derisively. ,But the laugh was soon checked, for
Hop_ came back ·at him and gave him the same
dose. Wing, not being as agile as his brother, remained down, and before he knew it he was being
pounded furiously again. That was· enough.
"Stoppee lat!" he called out. "Me no wantee
fightee. You 1ickee me, Hop. You velly gleat Chinee. You fightee allee -.samee Melican man. Stoppee, stoppee !"
It is doubtful if Hop would have ceased right
away if Wild had not stepped ·up and seized him
by the ~ollar. Giving him a quick jerk which sent
him staggering several feet, the young deadshot
exclaimed: '
"There! That settles it now. If I -ever catch
yotr two fellows fighting again I'll discharge you
both and cut <>ff your pigtails before you leave.
Now then, put that do.wn as .coming straight from
me, for I mean exactly what J.say." "Allee light, Misler Wild," came from ·the two,
almost as if in one · voice, and then they turned
irom each other and sought the trickling stream
to wash themselves and allay the smarting sensation that had been caused by the bruises they had
received.
"Wild," Arietta said, as she now came out of
the tent, · attired in her 11sual garments, "I am
sorry you let the •two heathens fight in that way."
"Why sci, little girl?"
"It seems a shame. I'llwager that Wing's face
will be spoiled for the next week or two, as far as
.
appearances go."
"That won't hurt you any, Et. It was as much
his fault as Hop's. He's always ready to pick a
row, and that is wh'y !fop is continually teasing
him." .."Yes, but Hop has a way of rudely awaking
him when he's asleep."
"True enough. Hop is altogether too fresh in
that way. But it won't happen again, and you
can bet on that. Now then, I reckon some of us
had better turn our hands to getting the breakfast ready, for I hardly think Wing.is in proper
con.dition to do it. Jim, suppose you start the fire
•
going?"
Dart gave a ·nod, and in ayery few minutes the
fire to cook the breakfast was kindled. This had
barely been done when shooting was heard from
the direction of the bandits' cave. Shot after
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shot was fired, and it soon became fast and furi'
..- ous.
"Boys," the young deadshot exclaimed, "I
reckon we had better get over there and sei; what's
going on. Come on."
Then he started on a run, for the distance was
not great enough to take the trouble to mount his
horse. ·
CHAPTER VI.-The Hunting Starts. .
Young Wild West, followed by his partners, ran
rapidly down the trail until they came to the spot
where they must turn in order to get to where the
shooting had been heard. We say had been heard,
for it had ceased as. quickly as it began, and wondering what the result had been, the three hurried
on, holding their rifles ready in case it became
necessary for them to do any :!}ring. When they
got close to the place . where the deputy sheriff
had been caught, they could he!\r excited .voices.
"Hello!" Wild shouted, for he judged that the
voices belonged to the men who had set out to
\
catch the bandits.
"Hello!" came the reply, and then Ned Hudson, the deputy sheriff, came running through
some bushes.
One look at his face told our three friends that
.
he had been victorious.
"We've got 'em all but the one we wanted the
most, Young Wild ·West," he called out. "Ricardo
is the only orie what got away. That is, if what
you said was right an' there was only twelve of
'em."
"There may have ~een more than twelve, but
that's all we could count. Probably ~ome m.ght
have been in the cave," the boy answered.
"Well, we've got eleven here, an' Ricardo ain't
one of 'em."
"Did you take them alive?"
"No, there wasn't no chance to do that. They
all came out in a bunch, an' when we thcmght we
was surprisin' 'em they began to shoot. We lost
one man, an' two horses is wounded. But the
boys mighty soon made short work, of the gang,
all except one, an' we heard him ridin' away like
fury. He went around, to the right, an' four of
•
my men is after him now."
The young deadshot shrugged his shoulqers.
He was now sorry that he had not remained. there
to boss the job, for he felt that the killing of the
bandits nad not been altogether )'lecessary. However, when he looked at the stern faces of the
depuy's men 'he could not help admiring them.
They certainly had set out to catch the gang of
bandits that had been terrorizing the trJil, and
they had done so. Yet the five thousand dollars
was still away from them, for the leader had not
been taken, either dead or alive.
"Have you been inside-the cave?" Wild asked, as
he went around and saw a narrow opening acro:,s
which a horse lay, it having been shot in the brief
fight.
"Yes, all but-the four what went after Ricardo
rent in right away. There ain't no one there.
The gang didn't have much in ther,i, either, which
shows that they ain't been here very long. Want
to go in?"
"Yes, we may as well look around."
"All right, go ahead."
I

T:he young deadshot nodded to his -partners and
then the three stepped over the dead horse and
made their way into the cave, · which was well
lighted from the right side, and where there was.a
long zig-zag opening. Hudson was right when he
said the bandits did not have much there, for only
a few blankets and some utensils could be seen.
At the left side of the cave, which was a rather
large OI!j, were some horses, but that was all.
However, the three made a careful search of the
interior, and then satisfied that hone of the bandits were hiding there, they went outside.
"Well, Hudson, what are you going to do now?"
Wild asked, looking rather sharply,.at the deputy
'
sheriff.
,_,·we're goin' to bury the dead ones, an' then
strike out after Ricardo," was the reply.
"All right. The chances are we'll lend you a
ha:nd in finding him. We are going to stay up
this way a few days to 'do a little hunting, as I
•
told you before."
"Goin' to look for the reward?" and Hudson's
face fell.
"Not a bit o{ it. I pro~ise you that ~f...we happen to cat~h Ricardo we will turn him over to you
and let you claim the reward."
"Do you hear that, boys?" Hudson exclaimed.
"Young Wild West is white through an' through.
•
He don't want none of the reward."
"Three cheers for Young Wild West!" one of
the men proposed, and tllen they' all took off their
hats and the cheers were given with a will.
"That's all right, boys," the young deadshot
said smilingly. "I reckon we'll go back to the
camp and get our breakfast now. You disturbed
us just as we were about to get it ready. I'm
sorry that there was such a slaughter, but it can't
be helped now, and l)robably the \Villains were deserving: of being shot."
"You're forgittin' that one of our men got
killed, ain't you, Young Wild West?"
"I'm sorry for that, of course, more so than for
the others. B11t there's no · use saying anything
about it. It has happened, and that's all there is
to it. You h¥7e got to make the best •of it."
"We'll make the best of it when we ketch Ricardo, an' don't you. forgit it."
_Wild knew that the posse had ample supplies
with them,, so there was no need of offering t.o
assist them in that direction.
"Come on, boys," he said to his two partnera,
and then promising to see the deputy and his men
later on, they turned and hurriedly made their
way back to the camp.
Pedro, the guide, was watching, and when he
saw Young Wild West and his partners returnina
he startec!...toward them eagerly.
"What "'l!a matter?" he · asked.
"They got them all but one," Wild answered
quirkly. .,, "The leader got away. They say his
name is Ricardo."
"Ricardo very smart man," the Mexican declared, shaking his head. '"He make plenty of
trouble. Maybe dey no ketch."
"Well, we needn't worry about him. The
chances are he will get away from this part of
the country, anyhow. He was on horseback when
· they saw him."
"We ain't goin' to bother our h.eads about Ricardo or any of the rest of 'em," Cheyenne Charlie
spoke up. "What we want jest now is somethin'
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to eat. I wonder if that hedthen -cook is ready
for use yet."
Wing had been working diligently ever since
he recovered from the effects of the punishment
he had received at the hands of his brother, and
it was easy to see that they would not hav_e to
wait but a very few minutes before they could sit
down and seat. Clark and Hanford wanted to
know all about it, of course, so Wild related all
he.Jmew. When he ~aid that all the bandits had
been disposed of with the exception of the leader,
they seem-ecf greatly relieved, for they declared
that it was hardly likely that one bandit would
remain in the vicinity, especially when he knew
what had happenecYto his men.
. "We won't worry any more about them," Wild
declared, with a smile on his youthful face. "You
fellows came up this way to hu11t, and you are
going to have all you , want of it. There are
enough to look for t he bandit leader who has escaped, and if they can't find hiin it won't be our
fault. Perhaps we may run across him, though,
and I am still confident that we wil-1 find the miss..
ing young man, too.~'
It was surprising to see how the two hunters
braced up after this. They seemed no longer to
feel that they were in danger, and when the
breakfast was ready they talked and laughed just
as if they ;were just starting on a pleasure trip,
instead of having put; in a thrilling experience
with bandits. When the meal had been concluded,
Wild turned to his sweetheart and said:
"Now then, Et, I reckon we'll strike out and
look for the cinnamon bear you ar~ so anxious to
·
shoot."
"Very well, Wild," the girl replied. "If you
think it wise to do so I certainly am ready."
"Of course it is wise, little girl. We came up
here to look for a missing man. That don't mean
that we were tq keep continually searching for
him. If we were to do a thing .like that I don!.t
know where we might fetch up. The whole thing
is simply takirig a chance. But I got it in my head
that we would find him, and I am still thinking
that way. That means that we are just as likely
to come across him while we are hunting for cinnamon bears as we would l:>e ir we were simply
roving over the mountains with no particular
destination in view."
The young deadshot then took from his pocket a
photograph of Harry Judson, the young man who
bad left his home so suddenly after thinking he
bad killed his sister accidentally. The face was
not what might be called a handsome onet but
there was something about it that was bound to
make a person remember it. All hands took"a look
at it, and then for the first time the boy showed
it to the hunters and their guide.
"I would recognize the owner of that face anywhere I saw him," declared Hanford, after he had
taken a good inspection.
"I think I would, .too," Clark spoke up. "Still,
there are lots of people who look much alike."
"Me remember, too," Pedro said. "But me no
t'ink da man in da mountains. Maybe he get
.killed or kill himself, or maybe he go away off to
'Frisco, or some other ' place." '
"You may be right in either one of your guesses,
greaser," Wild declared, "but he is supposed to be
somewhere in the mountains. His father told me
that, though he would jtive me no 1·eason as to
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why he thought so. But let him drop for the
present. We are going to do some hunting today,
and it will be for bears and other game."
Doubtless they could have shot plenty of game
if tliey had simply gone a few hundred yards
from the camp. But Wild thought it advisable to
go further up the mountains, where it looked
pretty wild frotn the camp, so when they were
ready he nodded to his sweetheart and said:
"Now then, Et, you want to kee)'.)your eyes
open. Charlie won't be long in finding the tracks
of a bear. He is always the first one to strike
such things, you know."
It might have been a little risky to leave the
horses and all their belongings at the camp, but
so confidant Wl;lS Young Wild West that they
would not be disturbed that he merely advised
Wing, who was willing to remain there alone, to
simply keep his eyes open and se~ tb it that no
animals happened along and ate him up. Anyhow, they did not intend to be away more than
three or four hours, for if they could not strike
something in that time it mig~t be called a very
poor hunting ground. "Yo.ung Wild West," said Clark, as they were
walking along, "do you -think it advisable for us
to strike off in a different direction? Pedro thinks
it would be well to do so.''
"He's about tight on that, I reckon. Go ahead.
But don't go more than a couple of miles from
the camp, whatever you do. Take my advice and
be ready to shoot anything you see in the way of
an animal, but look out you don't make a mistake
.and shoot a human being. The fact is that you
ought to make sure what you are shooting at before you pull a trigge:t;."
"Oh, we know enough for that," Hanford spoke
up laughingly. "Don't· think we are go,i ng to
..
shoot anybody."
"It's easy to talk," Cheyenne Charlie said, looking real serious. "But it mtlthty often happens
that somebody gets shot jest 'cause ~unter gits
a little scared when he sees somethm' movin' in
the bushes. You jest be mighty careful. Most
likely the greaser told you about it, but I'm tellin'
you ag'in."
Both assured him that they certainly would be
very careful, and then they parted company.
About half a mile from the c~mp our friends
struck a broad ravine. It was a fine place for
luxuriant vegetation, and a stream of water
flowed through the centre. The ravine ran in a
very crooked shape, as most of them do, and in
some places the sides were as high as a hundred
feet and almost perpendicular, while at others it
sloped up in the form of a gentle ascent. They
had not proceeded very far up the ravine before
Hop W~h, who happened to. be looking that way,
spied a mountain ~heep browsing' high up to the
left.
"Allee samee goat!" he exclaimed excitedly, as
he called the attention of the others. "Missee
Alietta, maybe you shootee."
"Maybe I can, HoP.," the girl answered. "It's
_a good three hundred yards, but I think I can
cause that fellow to tumble down."
Then the girl took deliberate aim with her rifle
and pulled the trigger. As the report rang out
the animal made a leap forward, and then 'as if
stumbling turned a complete somersault and
started rolling down the steep ascent. The mo-
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ment the report rang out Hop started on a run for West and hhl sweetheart bro_ke through the
the foot of the hill. The rest followed, as a mat- bushes they saw a big cinnamon bear and two
ter of course, though they took their time about cubs crouching upon the slanting side of a big
it. When they got there they found the China- rock, while the Chinaman was within but a few
man at work disemboweling the slain mountain feet of them.
"There's your chance, little girl," the young
sheep, which was a buck with very large horns.
"You makee pletty goodee shot, Mssee Alietta," deadshot said coolly. '-'Now then, pick off the old
he said, as the girl came ·up, elated at what she one first."
"Wild," the girl retox:ted, "I can't do it. That's
had done. "Allee samee velly goodee meat. Me
the _mother, and she is simply remaining there to
'
likee velly muchee."
"I think we'll all like some of the meat, Hop," protect her young. I am not going to shoot."
Wild looked at her somewhat surpriS'ed, but he
was the reply. "Now then, if you will just see to
it that the carcass is hung up somewhere so noth- was quick to think the same way.
"All. right, Et," he said. "We'll let her alone,
ing will disturb it. we can take it with us when
then, and let her get away with her cubs. May.
·
we come back."
"Misler Charlie helpee me fixee lat, Missee Ali- be they will grow up and do considerable damage,
but that don't matter jµst now."
etta."
"I can't help it, Wild. That bear wouldn't stay
Charlie was every ready to do such things, but
he did not malnl a protest when Jim Dart lent his there like that if it were not that she wanted to
assi.tance, too, and the result was that ten min- protect her ,young. There! They are getting
utes later the carcass of the slain animal was away now, and I am glad of it."
The cubs had succeeded in scrambling to the
hanging to the limb of a tree high eI\ough t~ prevent it from being torn down by smaller ammals top of the slanting rock, and they were now makthat might come along and have a desire for the ing off with all possible haste. Growling fiercely,
fresh meat. The hunting party then pushed on, the mother followed them, and they were soon
and when they came to a place where the ravine lost to view.
"Whattee you thlink of lat, Misler Wild?" Hop
broadened out with a high mound of rocks and
earth in the centre, it was decided that"' they Wah exclaimed. "Me wantee shootee um bear, but
me thlinkee Missee Alietta wantee shootee."
should divide and go around it.
"All right, Hop, we'll let it go at that," the
"No traces of a bear yet, Et," the young deadshot said smilingly. "It's rather strange that we young deadshot "answered. "We'll look around
for the father of the cubs, and possibly Arietta
haven't seen some."
"Oh we'll find plenty of them, I suppose, and will be satisfied to shoot him. Come on."
Hop gave a nod, for he really did not care what
.
.
'all at ~nee," was the reply. '
"If I don't strike a bear afore I git around this they did, and then plunged forward in the bushes.
here hole I'll be much mistaken!" Cheyenne Char- He had not taken more than three or four step1t
lie exclaimed. "Now then, I'm goin' around to when a sharp cry came from his lips, and then
the right, an' I'll let Jim an' Anna an' Eloise go Wild and Arietta heard the sounds of falling
with me. You two kin go the other way an' let stones and dirt.
"Et," the young deadshot said, in a startled
the Chinaman foll~ you."
"That is quite siftisfactory, Charlie," Wild an- way, "I reckon the heathen has tumbled into a
hole or something. Let's find out."
swered. "Go ahead."
So the party split, and each part of it continued
on around the foot of the hill. Wild and Arietta
had not gone very far when the sharp eyes of
the young deadshot ·detected the ~nts made by a CHAPTER VII.-Hop Meets Ricardo, the Bandit.
bear's foot on the soft ground
"There you are, Et," he said in a whisper, as
As Hop Wah pushed through a fringe of bushes
he came to a stop. "I reckon we'll find a bear. he stepped right into a fissure and down he went
Looks as if it might be a pretty big one, too."
like a shot, grabbing wildly to catch himself. If
Hop Wah came running up when he saw the he had gone three feet in either way he woul
two come to a halt, and, dropping upon his knees, have missed the opening in the ground, which was
he acted as if he was genuine expert in such mat- really the beginning of a split in the rock and
ters.
eartil:. But unfortunately he walked directly into
"Allee samee bigee bear," was his verdictt as he the trap, and as he went sliding down, the dirt
arose to his feet. "Missee Alietta, you snootee • and stones rattling all about him, he uttered a
sl!lo~her~d cry. B~t finding .that he was really •
velly muchee quickee. Me findee um bear."
Then he lobked around a little further, and find- shdmg and not falling, the Chmaman ne:i;ved himing more tracks, he proceeded to follow them. self and did his best to avoid being struck upon
while Wild and Alietta shbok their heads and said the head by the jutting points of rocks he saw
nothing. They knew very well that if Hop should as he fitted on downward. Probably he slid for a
suddenly come upon a bear he would not be able distance of nearly a hundred feet, and then he
to shoot it, and it might be possible that it would came to a stop, for there was no longer enough
get aWfY· Still, they were willing to take the slant to keep him going. With his clothing pretty
chances, . for there was something co:rhical about well torn and his hands bleeding somewhat from
his actions, after all. Hop soon disappeared the attempts he had made to stop his progress,
among some bushes, and then as the two hurried he scrambled to his feet and looked about him.
along after }lim a sharp cry came from his lips. Hop had landed into a narrow canyon, and save
"Hip hi!" he shouted. "Lookee outtee ! Two, for the way he had come down, the walls at either
side were almost perpendicular.
.
thlee bears."
"Whattee mattee?" he II\_Uttered, as he glanced
-An ominous growl sounded, and as Young Wild
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about him and shook his head. "Me comee down
velly muchee quickee, so be. Me callee to Misler
Wild."
.
He was just about to do this when a footstep
sounded close ·to him, and, turning, he saw a man
confronting him with a leveled revolver. Hop
gave a violent start, for certainly he had not expected anything like this to occur.
· "1-'"ou keep perfectly quiet," the man whispered,
as he came -u.p <;Ios~r and made a threa~ning
move with the weapon. "I know you have friends
close at hand, but I don't want to see them just
now, so if you dare open your mouth to call to
them I'll shoot you." ,
"Me keepee velly muchee still," Hop declared, in.
a whisper. "Me no wantee you shootee me. Me
velly goodee Chinee."
(
·
"Silence!" commanded the stranger. "You
come with me. l>erhaps you may be able to help
me."
·
"Allee light," and having partly recovered from
his astonishment, the clever Chinee gave a nod
and showed his willingness to follow the man.
Then he was seized by the arm, while the revolver wtp kept pointed toward him, and the
, stranger conducted him a short distance through
the canyon and then turned ·nto a cave. Hop
looked around him wonderingly, for he was not
very muclr afraid now. -He always relied upon
his quick wit and cleverness to get him out of
danger, and it had not taken him but a couple of
seconds to satisfy himself that the stranger had
no intention of harming him. Standing in the
cave was a horse, but that was all. Thefe were
no signs to indicate that it w:as anything like a
habitation, and Hop decide~ that the man had not
been there very long.
"Sit down, heathen," came the -command.
"Allee light," and, looking around, the Chinaman saw a stone close to him, so he promptly sat
upon it.
·
"What did you come down liere for, anyway?"
came the query, while the stranger looked at him
sharply.
.
"Me allee samee fallee down, so be," was the
reply.
·
"You fell down, did you? What were you doing
above there?"
"Lookee for um bear."
"You w,'r ~ looking for a bear and you tumbled
own he:
fore you knew it, is that it?"
"Lat vE-1 y muchee light, so be. Whattee you
do down here?"
"That's my business. Do you know who I am,
heathen?"
.
"No," Hop answer.ed, gazing at him curiously.
"You have heard of Ricardo, the ·bandit?"
"Me h~r something 'boutee. You allee samee
Licardo?"
"Yes, that's my name. Probably you can tell
me something about my men."
"Me tellee you lat velly muchee quickee, so be.
Um bandits allee samee dead."
·
"Ah! Do you mean that, heathen?"
"Lat velly muchee tlue. Um sheliff and his men
shootee velly muchee quickee. One of, um sheliff's
men gittee shootee, too, so be."
"It's too bad more of them were not shot," and
a frown came over the face of the young man, for
young he was, even though the deep lines about
his eyes and the mixtufe of gray in his hair might
have made him appear older.

"You allee samee gittee 'way, so be," Hop ventured, nodding his head as if he approved of it.
"Yes I got away by the skin of my teeth," -was
the repiy. "But what good will it do me -now, for
if you are telling the truth I ·no longer have a
band of fe·a rless men to lead."
"Maybe you go somewhere and takee um flesh
start, so be " the Chinaman suggested.
"Yes, I have -b een thinking of that, heathen.
You seem to be a pretty sharp one. What made
you think of such a thing aa that?"
"Oh, me velly smartee Chinee," and Hop smiled
blandly.
.
"Y.ou were with the party who interfered in
behalf of the two hunters and their guide," Ricardo sai<;l, after a pause.
"Lat light, Misler Licardo. Me allee samee Hop
Wah. Me comee ftom China. Allee samee YounaWild West's Clevee Chinee."
·
"Do you mean to say that there is a person
called Young Wild West.
.
·
"What, you no knowee Young Wild West?"
But it was quite evident that Ricardo had never
heard of the young deadshot, and . Hop actually
appeared disgusted. But bo\lnd to impress the
bandit with the fact that Young Wild West was
the greatest person on earth, the glib-tongued
Chinaman began :relating all he knew about him..
and much more, too, probably. Ricardo listened.
now and then casting a furtive glance toward th•
mouth of the cave. But long before Hop got,
through he checked him by saying:
".I _think I a!ll m~ing _a ·fool of myself by remammg here hstenmg to fOUr talk, heathen. Thf
first thing I know your friends will be down h.looking for you."
"Lat light, Misler Licardo. Pletty soonee Youna'
Wild West comee, and len maybe he ketchee yoa
velly muchee quickee."
"No, I will' never be taken ~live," was the reply, and a steely glitter came in the gray eyes ot
the speaker. "I am a desperate man," he went
on. "I have been desperate for a long time nowi
and the older I grow the more I get that way. · 1
will never be taken alive, heathen. But I want
you to help me out, so I can be on my way.
Possibly I will act on the suggestion you made a
little while ago. I will go somewhere and start
anew. Heathen, have you any money with you?••
"Me gottee lillee bit," Hop answered, rather
reluctantly.
"Very well. Give it to me, then. It happens
that" I lost all I had in making my escape. Really,
I haven't as much as two dollars with me now.
How much: have you got?"
Then he suddenly turned the revolver upon
the Chinaman ~gain. Hop thought for a mo:r;nent,
and then thrusting a hand in one of his pockets,
he drew it out, showing a number of gold and
silver coins. The bandit's eyes lighted up with
pleasure.
"Give it to me," he said, holding out his left
hand.
.
Hop dumped the mo,n ey into his pa).m, and
when he saw it disappear into one of Ricardo's
pockets he thought he was satisfied. But such
was not the case.
"Heathen," the bandit spoke up, and again he
leveled the revolver at the Chinaman's breast,
"you have more money than tha~ I want enough
to last me until I can get a . chance to get some
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more. Come, now. Huny up. I am wasting time
by remaining here."
"Maybe me gottee lillee more money," Hop answered, for he could tell by the look in the man's
eyes that he was dealing with a dangerous character. Then, more reluctant than he had been at
first, he drew a buckskin bag from another pocket.
This must have contained as much as two hundred dollars in gold, and when Ricardo got his
hand upon it he gave an exultant laugh and, nodding his head, exclaimed: ·
"Thank you, heathen! Now I'll be going. You
can tell your friends whltn they come to look for
you that Ricardo extends his compliments to them
and wishes them all the rood luck that can possibly come to them." .
"Allee light, Misler Licardo," Hop answered,
and then he shook his head sadly, for he hated
to part with so much money.
But the fact that he had acquired it by gambling probably made it a ,b it easier to think about
and right then and there he resolved to lose
no time in getting it back from some one else.
Ricardo did not offer to put away his gun. He
stepped over to the mouth of the cave, and after
listening for · a moment, caine hurriedly back and,
mounting his horse, exclaimed:
· .
"I think some one is
ming down into the
canyon I I heard the so'lmds made by falling dirt
and stones. Good-by, heathen. Probably I may
meet you some time, and if I do I will return the
money l have borrowed, provided, of course, that
I have if at the .time."
"Allee light. Good-by, Misler Licardo," and
Hop stood there and watched him as he rode out
of the cave.
Once he had gone, the clever Chinee arose to
his feet and went outside. He could hear the clatter of hoofs as the bandit was riding away a.t a
gallop.
"Misler Wild, Misler Wild!" he shouted at the
top of his voice. "Hully uppee!"
"Where are you, heathen?" a voice called out
from somewhere above.
.
Hop knew right away it. was Cheyenne Charlie
who had answered him.
"Me down here, Misler Charlie. Hully uppee!"
"Give me time, can't yer?"
"Me givee you plenty timee, but bully uppee,
Misler Charlie."
Then he ran to the spot where he had landed
when he tumbled down into the canyon, and saw
the scout coming down gradually, a rope tied
about hi§ body.
"From what Wild an' Arietta told me I thought
you was a goner, HCIJ)I" Ch11rlie exclaimed, his
face lighting up with pleasure.
"Me gittee pletty bigee scare, Misler Charlie.
But me allee light."
"You look as though you had a putty tough
time of it," the scout answered, as he reached the
foot of the descent. What kind of a place is this,
anyhow?"
"Me no likee um place, Misler Charlie. Me
allee samee losee thlee, four hundled dollee."
"Lost your money when you tumbled down,
eh?" and the scout naturally turned his eyes to
the ground.
,.."No, Misler Charlie; Licardo allee samee takee
my money."
"Who?" and the scout looked at him in amaze-

ment.

·

"Um bandit. He ketchee me and makee me
givee him my money." "What are you givin' me, _heathen?" the scout
demanded, half angrily. "Tryin' to fool me by sich talk as that?"
"Me allee samee tellee um tluth, Misler Charlie.
Licardo ketchee me and makee me givee him my
money."
·
. "Wild," the scout shouted, "what do you think
of this? The heathen says the leader of the
bandit crowd robbed him after he got down here.''
"Is that right?" came from above, and then the
next thing they knew there was a rush of pebbles
and dirt, and Young Wild West was seen coming
dow~, holding upon the rope.
"What have you been telling Charlie, Hop?"
the young deadshot demanded, -as he came down
to them and stood before the Chinaman.
"Me tellee um tluth, Misler Wild. When me
gittee down here me wantee callee to you, but
um Melican man comes velly quickee and makee
me stop. He takes me to um cave over lere, and
len. he talkee to me and me talkee to him. He
wantee money, so he ~o to some other place, and
he tellee me he shootee me if me no gi~ him my
money. Me givee him money velly mucR"ee quicke,
Misler Wild." ·
~
"And you say it was Ricardo, eh?"
"Lat light. He tellee me so."
"By jingo!" and the young deadshot turned to
the scout and shook his head. "What do you
think of this, Charliet'
"Sorter puzzlin'-like, ain't it?" was the reply.
"But I reckon we'll ketch him1 or if we don't the
deputy sheriff an' his men will."
Not until he had looked about and seen the
fresh ·p;rints of a horse's hoofs was Young Wild
West satisfied . . He knew that Hop.. always told
the truth when he was serious, and certainly he
was very serious just now. He went into the
cave ahd found the evidences of a horse having
been there, and then he came out and followed
the hoof-prints a short distance.
"Well," he said, "there's no need of us going
this way on foot. I reckon we may as well give
up all thoughts of .catching the rascal just now.
We certainly couldn't over take him without our
lrorses, and they are away back at the camp."
Wild seized the rope that had lowered the scout
into tlie canyon, and easily began making his way
up the steep ascent, calling out as he did so:
·
"Jim, is the rope strong enough to hold us all~
"Yes," came the reply. "I have tied it about a
tree up here."
"All right, then. Come on, Charlie. Come on,
Hop."
.
The scout promptly started up after him, and
then Hop seized the rope and f~lowed . • The three
were not long in getting to the top, though there
was some little difficulty just before they got .
there, since it was so steep that they could scarcely help themselves by getting a footing. But once
he arrived safely there, Hop l<mked around and
saw Jim and the girls looking at him eagerly.
"We thought you had been killed, Hop," Arietta
declared.
"Me no gittee killee, Missee Alletta, but me
gittee shakee uppee velly muchee, so be. Havee
velly bigee timee down lere."
"Well, we couldn't do anything for you until
we got Charlie here with his lariat."
"Lat allee light. Me no hurtee velly muchee.•
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"He says he had a· big time down there," Young
Wild )Vest spoke up, in his cool and easy WI\Y,
"and he certainly· did, for he met Ricardo, the
leader of the bandits, and was robbed of some of
his money."
This declaration caused Jim and the girls to
stare at him in amazement. All sorts of questions were then put to Hop, and he answered
them readily. When they all understood just
about what -bad happened to him, they felt that
they had been quite near to atching the villainous leader of the bandits, for whom a reward of
five thousands dollars was offered. But he had
slipped through their fingers, so to speak, and
now must be on his way for some other part of
the mountains. All hands took a look at the trap
into which the Chinaman had fallen, and they
were easily ccmvinced that it was a very easy matter for him to disappear so suddenly. The old
bear and her cubs had -gone off a little to the
left, and if HoP. had 'turned that way he · would
have escaped taking such a tumble. But' if the
accident had not occurred they would have known
nothing about the escaping bandit, so when they
summed it up briefly ther, •·all felt that it· really
was a good thing, after al .
"What are you goin' to do about it, Wild?"
Charlie asked, after they had talked it over for a
few minutes.
_
"I reckon we have got o let him- go, for the
present, anyhow," was the reply. "If, he really
intends to get as far away from here as possible,
I suppose he will succeed 1in doing it. But if he
should happen to take a notion to come back and
find ·out the particulars as to what happened to
his men, he will be caught. That's about the only
chance of doing it, as far as I can see."
"Then w l continue with our hunt?" Jim remarked, questioningly.
"We may as well. lf we were to hurry back to
the camp and get our horses, what chance would
we have of following the trail? Why, it would be
impossible to find the prints of the bandit's
horse's poofs only in a few places, so what's the
use of wasting our time in that way? We have
got to trust to luck, the satne as we are doing in
regard to finding the missing young man."
"That's it," the scout declared. "Let's go on
and find a bear. Arlette wants a cinnamon bear,
·an' I don't care what kind of a one I come across."
"She had a chance to shoot a big she bear anj
her cubs, but she woulo.n't do it," Wild said, looking at his sweetheart and smiling.
"Wouldn't do it, eh?" and the scout showed
great surprise.
"No, she thought it -w ould be a needless slaughter, probably because the old bear showed such an
affection for her cubs."
"Maybe it was all right for her to let 'em go,
but blamed if I'd ever. let any kind of a bear git
away," and the scout shook his head, for he had
been reared in such- a way that he believed that
all such animals as bears were a nuisance and
should be. exterminated.
Charlie doctored up Hop's· scratches as well as
he could, and then they se t out agai.n to look for
more bears. It was not long befo1'e they came
upon another big horned sheep. Jim · Dart shot
the animal before any of the others had a chance
and Charlie and Hop were not lon~ in attending
to it.
·
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' The carcass was hung up the same as the former one, and then they sat down to .take a rest,
for there had been some tedious climbing connected wtih the trip :f.rom the camp. They were
now more than half a mile from the camp, and
upon the side of a peak that must have been
easily two hundred feet higher than where they
.had made their temporary quarters: A rough
trail wouid its way around the peak, and when
they heard horses comint over it they judged
right away that the deputy sheriff and his men
were approaching. If the sounds had indicated
that but one horse was coming, they would have
naturally supposed it might be the bandit leader.
But the ears of all· hands were pretty well
trained, and they could tell almost instantly as to
whether I there were more than one in an approaching party. The supposition proved to be
correct, for in a couple of minutes Ned Hudson,
the deputy, and his men appeared around a bend.
When they saw our friends sitting on the rocks
and taking it easy, they showed some little surprise, but quickly rode up and came to a halt.
"Seen - anything of hir.i?" the deputy asked,
eagerly, as he · looked at the young readshot.
"You mean Ricardo, of course," the boy answered.
' "Yes."
"I didn't see him, but Hop had the pleasul'e
of' meetinfi him."
'
"What!'
·
"That's right.. He met him under peculiar circumstances, too."
"Which way did he go, heathen?" came the ex•
cited demand.
.
"Allee samee thlough um canyon,'-' was the reply.
•
He '\tas about to explain in his own way. when
Wild interfered and briefly told him all that was
necessary.
"Well, w~ picked up his trail and thought he
must have come around this way. I reckon we'll
git him afore night. Come on, boys."
Then away rode the posse, bent upon winning
the five thousand dollar reward. Our -friends continued the hunt until nearly noon. Some birds
were shot, and they had chances to shoot more
deer, but they did not do this, since non!! of them
believed in slaughtering game when they had no
use for it. But luck seemed to be against them as
far as getting a cinnamon bear was concerned.
Those Arietta had refused to shoot seemed to ·be
the only ones in the vicinity. But-they were satisfled with what they had accomplished, so went
back to the camp, arrivin_g during the noon hour,
and finding Wing busy cooking the dinner.
"Never mind, little girl," Wild said smiling at
his sweeth~rt. "we'll have better luck next time.
You are gomg to get the cinnamon bear all right
I feel certain."
'
'
"I won't feel so disappointed if I don't get one
Wild,,. the girl answered, shaking her head. "Th;
way the mother bear stuck up for her young made
me feel that I couldn't possibly shoot her and it
would hardly be right to shoot the ciibs. Of
course. if I met the father of them and he proved
to be real ferocious, I wouldn't hesitate to put a
bullet in f:tis heart."
"That's right, little girl. Neve:. 1nmd. We'll
s!rike out _agai!1 this afternoon, and we'l! go in a
different direction. If we don't find anything then
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we'll try again tomorrow. Maybe our friends, the pretty good-sized one, too, ·1 see. About two years
hunters and their guide, have had a little better old, I reckon."
' "Verra good meat," Pedro declared.
luck. The}' may be comhig in with some bear-meat
"Pretty good if you haven't anything better to
pretty soon. It is at,o,.,c time they showed up, for
it was undtlrstood that w were all to come back eat," the young deadshot retorted, smilingly. "I
am a, little like Charlie; there is no better meat
at noon."
"I reckm they won't have much bear-meat, not than that which is taken from a young black
if them two fellers has go( to shoot it," the scout bear."
spoke up, with a chuckle. '.' That greaser sartinly
"You kin bet your life there ain't!" the scout
could kill a bear or anything else as "far as that exclaimed. "But a cinnamon bear is worth
goes, 'cause-I s'pose he's an old-timer at the busi- shootin', an' a feller don't git 'a chance to shoot
·
.
one less he comes up in these here Sierra Moun'
ness."
"We haven't heard any shooting," Jim Dart re- tains. I never seen one of 'em over in the Rockies.
~tked, "but that d<m't say there has been none, But I've seen a mighty lot of grizzlies, an' I've put ··
thaugh. If they went to the other side of the an end to a few, too."
ridge and down into a valley, we certainly, could- · As our friends had carried in the two mountain
n't hear the report of a rifle. I do hope they have sheep that had been shot, they could sympathize
had a little luck, thougb, for both Clark and Han- pretty well with Pedro and the two huntel's who
had been lugging tha hams and the pelt.
ford seem to be nice fellows."
They all washed up at the brook and then waited until Wing had the noonday meal ready for
them. As they were about to sit down the hunt- CHAPTER VIII.-Arietta's Adventure With the r
Cinnamon Bear and What It Led To.
ers were seen returning. Pedro, the guide, was
Something like an hour later our friends got
carrying something over his shoulder, while Hanford was lugging along a pelt, which seemed to be ready to go bear hunting again. Hanford and
Clark had been more lucky in that respect, for
· about all he could ha nd le.
"Great gimlets!" exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie, with the assistance of their guide they had shot
jumping to his feet. "They've shot a bear as sure one during the morning. True, a bear and her
(ls .guns, an' it's one of them cinnamon feller s , too. cubs could have been shot, but Arietta had <leh
·
·
·ct d
i kin tell by the looks of that there skin."
With an air of undisguised triumph, Clark and · CI e agamSt it, so now t ey must start out
. Hanford marched in, and as the latter threw down afr,Et are you still anxious to kill ~ ciRDamon
th
~-w:ltg,0~easb~!~ all riaht, and we all had a shot bear?" Wild asked, as. the two were walking side
by side, their rifles over their shoulders.
"'
"Yes, if I can find the right one," the girl anat it, too."
"I see you got one," Charlie sajd, as he pro- swered.
"Very well, then, We'll strike out over tliere,"
ceeded to unroll the pelt. "Let's see how many
and he pointed to the east. I can See that there
bullet-holes is in it."
"Everybody hit da bear," the Mexican declared, ·-ar,e plenty of blossoms and wild flowers growing
as he threW'-down the two hams he had carried on the side of that big hill. Where there are
· blossoms and wild flowers there are apt to be
•
into the camp.
tt
·t ·
b
th
d h
"Sorter looks so," the scout admitted, as he b
ees, an w ere ere are ees 1 is a pre Y sure
made an examination. "Here's one hole over tothing honey wilr be found. A& bears are- very
ward the hind quarter, an' two right behind the fond of honey, it ought to be a good place to
left foreshoulder. I reckon them two was enoµgh look for one. You come with me and we'll ·see
.
what we can do."
to kill the blamed bear."
The girl nodded and the two switched off from
"Dat righr,-,Senor Charlie," the guide retorted.
."Me shoot one there and somebody shoot da the rest of the party and inade their way over
the rough ground. It was up hill and down for
·
r other."
"I am quite certain my bullet went through the fully a quarter of a mile, and then the boy and
girl began climbing the side of the rather st~
bear's heart," Clark replied. ·
"And I am equally as certain that mine did;'' slope. Half way up it th-ey came to a guliy, and
then they could see the others two or three hunHanford spoke up.
dred- yards distant as they were crossing the
Pedro grinned.
"Dey make verra much talk," he said. "Nobody crest of another-hill. Both Wild and Arietta were
ever know who shoot da bear through da heart keeping a watch upon the ground as well as ahead
·and to the right and left as they proceeded on.
like me."
"Been quarreling over it?" Wild asked smiling- They were listening, too, of course, and were
' ly. "I have known such things to happen before. ready to shoot anything that was really worth
" The best of friends will ·get in heated dispute as shooting should it come before them. JJut only a
few partridges flew up and went on their w~y, for .
to which of them was the best shot."
"Not quarreling, Young Wild West," Hanford neither cared to shoot birds just then. On through
declared. "That's a thing we wouldn't do under the gu1ly they made their way, and then coming to
any circumstances. But we both have an opinion." .a spot where it would be dangerous· to -~o any fur"'! understand. You feel absolutely certain that ther, they turned and climbed up the le'ft ~ide unyour bullet would have killed the bear if no other til they reached a ledge which continued 6n up to
the .high ground above. Wild flowers were growhad been fired at it, and Clark feels the same."
"! guess that's about the size of 'it," Clark ad- ing in abundance here, a_n d the odor that came -.•
from· them was decitiely pleasing. Suddenly Wild
mitted.
"All right. Why not let it go at that! then? p11used and pointed t,0 the ground.
"A bear has b~n here, Et," he said, "and I
What's the odds, so long as the bear was kil ed? A
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reckon it couldn't have been a very 1ong time ago, she was disarmed now, and she knew her position
for those tracks are about as fr~h as they could was a perilous on~. She turned to flee, but, slipbe."
.
ping, went rolling down a hill to a narrow ledge
The girl gave a nod and then bent over thetn to below. It was a lucky thing that her hand manhave a look.
aged to grasp the root of a~tree, for it had failed
"Do you think it is a very large bear who made to do so she certainly would have gone over a
those tracks, Wild?" she asked, in a low tone of cliff and fallen -upon the jagged rocks fully fifty
voice, for she evidently feared that the bear might feet below. Somewhat bruised and dazed from the
be close enough to hea.J.". them and take fright.
fall, the girl staggered to her feet· and again cried
"A pretty good-sized one, I should say," was for help.
the reply. "The tracks look to be about .the same
"I am coming, Et," a voice sounded from someas those made QY the she bear we saw this morn- where, and then she answered -joyously.
ing."
'
.
, But a crumbling of dirt close to her told her
''Do you think it could be the same one, Wild?" that the bear was following her. The next instant
"Possibly. But there ought to be plenty of them a heavy object crashed upon the ledge and also
in this region, so the chances are it is another."
went over. But a bear's claws can gz:asp a thing
"Maybe the father of the cubs made these better than a person's fingers sometimes, and
tracks."
Bruin saved himself. Arietta looked for a way to
"No, I hardly think. so," and the boy s.1].ook ~is escape. Right close to her she saw a fallen tree
head, for he was a pretty good judge of the size that was lying across the narrow chasm before
of a bear's foot.
her. Straight for it she ran, and fearing to get
"I'll tell you what you do, little girl," the young down and .cross it upon her hands and knees, she
deadshot said, after he had thought for a moment, stepped upon it boldly and -managed to get to the
"you go right around to the left and stop at the other side. But there was nothing there but anledge over there. Look out you don't shp when other narrow ledge and a very steep cliff, with no
you get there, and be sure to have your rifle possible chance of getting up or down. The moready. I'll give you time enough to get there, and ment she realized this a cry of despair came from
then I'll follow these tracks, and possibly I may her lips, for she saw the bear hastening toward
scare the bear your way. If you see it coming, you the log.
know what to do."
"Wild, Wild!" she shouted. "Hurry upl"
"Oh, yes," and ·the girl laughed lightly. "Don't
\'._Right here, Et," came the reply.
think I'll miss if I shoot, Wild. It will not be the
.Hut she coµld not see the young deadshot, and
first bear I have dropped."
terror then showed upon her face. Almost ex''-No, not by a good sight. Now then, you go on. hausted she stood there against the face of the
I'll wait till I see you over there on the ledge, and cliff, her heart beating wildly. As the bear startthen I'll follow the tracks."
ed to come across the log, Arietta brought all her
The girl gave a nod and quickly made her way remaining strength to the fore. She picked 11p a
to the spot her young lover indicated. It was quite stone. At that moment Wild appeared at the
difficult to get over some of the rocks, but she had other side of the chasm. The young deadshot was
traveled so much in the mountains that she could so close to the log that instead of attempting. to
' do a. great many things that other girls would !lot shoot the bear he sprang•forward, _and just as tbt
'have attempted. She g?t _where she was hea~mg animal was about half way across he gave ' a
for all right, and then sittmg upon a stone waited mighty push _and over it went, the bear going
foy Wild .to drive the bear to her. Just how he was down to the bottom of the chasm with the fallen
gomg to do this she did not know, but trusted that tree. Pale from exhaustion and fear, the brave
be would succeed in doing it. The girl's back was girl on the other side uttered a joyous cry, for she
toward a rather- sfeep bank, and when she had knew there was no further danger frpm the bear.
waited perhaps fifteen minutes she suddenly heard
"How did it happen, little girl?" the boy asked,
pebbles and sand slipping down behind her. She coolly, from the other side of the chasm.
arose to her feet, turning at the same time, a nd
"It all happened so suddenly that I fear I could
et much to her surprise a cinnamon. bear th at hardly explain, Wild," she answered, in a voice
was more than half grown was· before her. The that trembled slightly.
..,
animal had not seen her, evidently, for it was
feeling its way carefully down to avoid slipping
"Why, you are all worked up, Et," and the
and falling. Arietta stepped back a pace, and then - young deadshot opened wide his eyes. "You lost
raised her rifle to shoot the bear. But at · that your rifle, I see."
very instant the claws of the animal slipped, and
"Yes, and my revolver, too. The bear tumbled
down it came with a crash, striking the rifle be- down from above there, right over there to your
fore she was able to get out of the way and send- right. The rifle was knocked from my hand just
ing it flying from the girl's hands. She . was as I was going to shoot, and then after I had fallthrown over upon the ground, too, and a cry for en down and was going to use my revolver a sechelp promptly left her lips as she made a grab <1ntl time it was knocked from my hand by the
for her revolver. Angered by what had happened bear's paw."
to it, the bear uttered a savage growl and came
"I heard you shoot, and I heard your cry, but
straight toward her. Crack I Arietta fired, but the say, little girl, I reckon I had better g-et OHP.I'
bullet merely pierced one of the ears, and, more to you in some way."
nraged than ever, the bear ran for her. She was
Then he looked around and found that th~
about to fire another shot when one of the paws chasm was altogether too wide to leap across, and'.
of the animal flipped it from her hand in a twink- that there was really no way to get there. · Bul
ling.
Charlie tnd Jim were close at hand now, and when
Another scream came from the girl's lips, for they came runnin_g up, the scout, who alway:r1
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made it point to carry a lariat with him, quickly
solved the problem.
"Jest gij; right up there on \hat big rock an'
we'll mighty soon git her across with my rope," he
said. "Take it easy, Arietta. I don't know what's
happened to y~r, but you sartingly look as though
you have been in a fight." . ·
"A one-sided fight, Charlie," Arietta answered,
forcing a laugh.
But she was rapidly recovering now, and knowing that it would be only a short time before she
would join her dashing young lover and his companions, she sat down and waited. Charlie quickly
climbed to the rock he had pointed out; and then
he easily swung the end of his lariat to the girl
.
.
on the ledge.
"Jest put that noose over your head an' unde-r
your arms,· Arietta," .:harlie said. "Then when I
pull the rope taught let yourself swing over.
You'll land pretty nigh where Wild an' Jim is
standin', an they'll sartingly ketch yer, so you
.
won't bump agin the rocks."
The girl nodded, and. quickly placed the rope as
directed'. Then Charlie took a turn about a -jutting point of rock, and Arietta fearlessly swung
herself from the ledge. Wild and Jim caught her
easily enough, and a minute later she was safe
and sound. Anna and Eloise now came clambering
over the rocks, their faces pale with fright. They
wanted to know what was the matter, but when
they saw Arietta's smiling face, for she was smil•
ing now, they were relieved instantly.
"It was a cinnamon bear, girls," Arietta said,
"but I am satisfied now. I don't want to kill one
of them. It came very nearly killing me," so I
wo_1't hurt any more of them for. some time to
come. "But," she added, turning to the young
dcadshot, "I would like to know if the bear was
k'lled."
"We'll find out mighty quick about that," was
the :reply. "Charlie suppose you let me down with
your rope. I reckon it's long enough for t}:!.e purpose."
"I reckon it Js, Wild. ,Jest git yourself ready an'
down you go."
"If the bear isn't dead I'll finish him, and then
I'll bring the· pelt up to you in a little while, Et,"
Wild said, as he adjusted th .ope under his arms.
"All right, but be very ·careful,'' was the reply.
The boy laughed lightly at this, and the next
moment he was being lowered into the chasm.
Down · he went until the full length of the rope
was out, and th,m much to his satisfaction his
toeH just touched the bottom. Releasing himself
from the lariat, he- turned and looked about. There
lay the bear a few feeUaway, stone dead. The boy
quickly drew his hunting knife and went to work.
To one not accustomed to such things it might
have taken a long time to remove the skin from
the bear. But not so with Young Wild West. In
less than twenty minutes he had accomplished the
task, and then as he turned to go back to the rope,
an object that seemed strangely out of place suddenly caught his eyes. As he gave another look
he saw that it was a horse lying between two
jagged rocks. The horse was dead, of course, and
he quickly )lurried forward to have a better look.
Then as he went around· a boulder a cry of amazement came from his lips. Upon the ground lay a
man, and not more than ten feet from the horse.
~ike the animal, the man was dead. He lay upon

.

his back, his white face and wide-open eyes to·
ward the sky. ·
"Great Scott!" Young Wild West exclaimed.
_
"What is this, I wonder?"
Then he stared for a moment at the face of the
silent form, after which he stated for a moment at
the face of the silent form, after which he placed
a. hand in his pocket and drew from it the photograph of the missing young man.
"If that isn't Harry Judson, the fellow who left
his home two years ago, I am no judge of faces,"
~
was the comment he made.
At that moment a voice called him from be• hind. It was Hop Wah, who had-- insisted upon
coming down the rope to help the young deadshot
skin the cinnamon bear.
Hop hurried forward, and the moment his eyes
rested _upon the bo_dy of· the man he gave an exclamation of surpnse, and then said:
"Misler Wild, lat allee samee Licardo um ban'
•·
dit. He gittee killee, so be."
"What!" the boy said, excitedly. "Do you mean
to say that this was the man who robbed you of
your money this morning?"
"Lat light, Misler Wild. Me gittee um money
.
velly muchee quickee."
The Chinaman had no fear of a dead man, th'at
was certain. He began feeling in the pockets immediately, and soon br ought to light the money he
had been forced to give the bandit.
"_Well, that's the youI)g.man who shot his sister
acc.1dentally and then left his home two years ago.
Evidently he turned t o be a bandit, and now he is
dead. A rather peculiar circumst a nce all through,
I should say," rema1·ked Wild.
· "Velly muchee stlange," the Chinaman commented.
Then the two picked up the bear and carried
it _over to where the rope was hanging. -Wild
quickly made those above understand of the discovery he had made, and it was not long before
the remains of Ricardo, alias Harry Judson, were
landed at the top of the cliff. Then Hop was
hauled up along with the bear's pelt. Wild was
next, and then, satisfied with the :result of the
bear hunt, all hands turned back toward the
camp, taking the body of the dM<I man with them.
Luckily for them .the deputy sheriff and his men
came along that way before night, and, true ~o his
promise, Wild turned the body over to them and
told Ned Hudson that he could claim the rew¥-dand divide• it with his men as he saw fit. But he
said nothing about the discovery they had made
for it struck him that it would be just as well fo;
the parents of the young man to never know that
their.son had turned out to be a bandit. The hunt
in the Sierras was continued for three or four
days after that, William Hanford and John Clark
getting their fill of it. Then they all set out for
Huma, where the sheriff and his men had arrived
a couple of days previous. They learned from
.Hudson that he had received the reward, and that
the body of the bandit had been buried . •
"That settles it," Wild said, nodding to his partners and the girls. "We found the missing young
man, but it will never do for us to tell his parents.
Now then, we'll rest up a day or two and then
'I<.
strike out for something new."
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD
WEST AND 'SPIDER BILL'; OR, THE MAN
WITH THE IRON GRIP."
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The detective was down on board the brick
schooner in a minute.
"You did well," he said. "Now, help me to a
finish on this and you'll get that other ten."
"All right, boss," said the watchman. "Say, you
By DICK ELLISON
had a close call. Dem ginnies meant to do youJa t's what dey did."
~
·
·
"Not a doubt about it. Never mind. Attend to
me. Do you know this neighborhood at all'?"
A Serial Storv
"No. Never was here before in my life. The
skipper usually comes into the Gowanas Canal."
CHAP,TER XIX
"So much the better. I -want to find out all
about that house on the hill. Go up to that saloon
OLD DOUBLE-EYES FINDS HIMSELF FULL OF
where you see the light, get a drink and pump
BUSINESS
the barkeeper.
·
"No, No! I can't leave."
"I'll watch your brick." .
He was accompanied by two villainous-looking
"Boss, it would be no use. Most likely de barfellows, and they made straight for the place
where Old Double-eyes had dr opped down dead keep i,s drunk and eve1ty one else in de place."
"There is reason in that."
drunk, as the I~lian detective supposed.
"I 'II tap 'em to-morrow for yer." ·
Old Double-eyes had turned· watchman now.
"Perhaps it will be best, but I have to do busiRegardless of his clothes, he was lyi ng on top of
a pile of bricks which had been landed from the ness to-night. If you can't' help me I must go it
alone."
·
schooner.
·
"I'll help you any way I can, but I don't want
Thus he was able to take in everything, for the
to g,et done up. In a joint like dat dey don't want
men came very near.
The watchman meanwhile was pacing up an_d no strangers buttin' in after midnight. You might
down on •top-of the br icks on the schooner, watch- know dat yourself."
Old double-eyes paced up and down the bricks
mg, too.
Torricelli's surprise and disgust at finding. the for a long time lost in thought.
"I'm going up to the house o see what I can
detective m issip g were g reat.
'
find," he said at last. "After a while I will be
Such a jabbering in Ita lian as followerl the old back
again."
detective had seldom hea rd.
By tlris time the lights were out in the saloons
Torricelli e·xpla ined, gesticulated, pointed to ~e
pla..:e whera he had left Old Double-eyes, stampfog along the dirty street which ran by the creelt
Not a soul was to be seen anywhere a s Old
his foot in _rage.
Meanwhile the detective . hhnself was ·looking Double-eyes ascendecl the high steps.
He made the circuit of the house without dis,.
upon them, inwardly chuckliug.
.
Torricelli walked over to the st ringpiece then covering anything.
The. detective cautiously tried the front door
and hailed the watchman.
"Did you see an old drunken bum hanging about and did the sanie with the back door when he
came- to it, but both were fast.
here?" he a sked.
It was while thus engaged that Old Double-·
"That's what I did," was the reply.
eyes was startled by a piercing scream.
"What became of him?"
It was a woman's voice, an-d eame from inside
"I expect he tumbled in the cr eek."
"What!" squealed Torricelli. "You don't mean the house, apparently from one of the upper
rooms.
dat!"
_
Heard there in the silence the· effect was most
"Do I look like a man who would say it if I
.
didn't mean it?" snarled the watchman. "I'm not startling.
Even the old, well-sea~oned sle'1th for the
paid to talk to you, I'm watching thoHe bricks."
'Oh, mJ dear saire, I am a detective," said To1·- moment was on the point of t akin'o- to hi s heels.
'' B -1 heaven, that can only me~n murder," he
ricelli, showing his shield. "Data man he wan
biga thief. He so drunk he could not walk. I go thcught.
The rcream was repeated.
to geta help, now he gone! What I do? It maka
Waiting a moment, old Double-eyes sneaked
me much trouble."
The watchman had been told what cards to ar?,und t_o the front and started down the steps.
play, and he played his ace now.
" , I sh~ll have to pull the place," he thought. ·
I m gomg to the North Henry street police
"Say, youse ginnies hain't in it," he sneered.
·
"You won't never ketch dat old guy, 'coz why, he's station for elp."
tumbled in de creek."
But he had advanced no further than the brick
"You knowa da?" demanded Torricelli, eagerly. · schooner when he heard a wagon come rattling
'
"Well, I don't know it for sure," repljed the along the street.
watchman, "but I seen· him -staggering along at
The peculiar noise it made was what attracted .
the edge of the stringpiece up dere, an' all at · the attention of the old detective.
wunst I heard a splash, and after dat I didn't see
A close observer at all times, he knew the inhim. I guess dere hain't no: doubt what become · stant he paused to listen that whoe'[er was driv•
f de old guy:,,
ing, that wagon was very drunk. · ·
"How did you . make out, hose-?" demanded thei
This settled it.
.
Torricelli and his comp1U1ions hurrif!'d away, watchman.
.
,
and Old Double-eyes saw them ascend the . steps
"Not at all. Wait! Let's see qhere that wagoU
is going."
and disappear inside the old house c'.ln the hill.
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The wagon was a covered affair, like an ordinary grocer's wagon.
,
The horse was going from one side of the
lltreet to the oth~r in a most erratic way.
While he watched, Old Double-eyes caused the
watchman on the brick schooner some surprise.
The old detective started in to make one o~ his
lightning changes.
Before the wagon had come abreast of the
saloon old Double-eyes had transformed himself
int.o a very different looking man. 1
Among other things, he removed his green
glasses.
Few had ever seen the real eyes of th.e detective.
. .
k
They were small and squmtmg-most mar ed
in ' their appearance.
The necessity for the green glasses was easily
t.o be seen:
•
.
.
Old Double-eyes . could never have d1sgu1sed
himself without something t.o hide his eyes, an_d
no disguise could have been more effectual than
Bimply to show his own optics.
.
The detective _was now a total~ different looking man.
.
h
lie had scarcely completed his operations 1N en
the wagon came abreast of the brick schooner and
stopped.
. th
A man of very foreign appearance sat in
e
seat in a state of collapse.
"Shay!" he called out, as Old :Qouble eyes
stepped forward. "Shay!"
"Hello! What do you want?" demanded the
detective.
.
· d
The answer was in Italian and ~ngbsh _m1xe •
It was a very bad mixture, too, and entire unintelligible.
·
.
.
.
If h
While he was trying to explam h1mse , t e
fellow pitched forward and fell ove-i; upon. the
horse, slipping down on the pavement all m a
heap.
.
"He's dead drunk," said the wa,~chman. .
"Yes," replied Old Double-eye~, but_what 1s he
doing here with this wagon w1tn n~1ther name
nor number on it at this time of mg:ht:, I tell
you he is bound for that house on the hill.
"Mebbe, boss. Hard to say."
"I say it. Here, get him on your br~cks and
keep him there a while."
. .
The watchman made no obJection.
.
They carried the fellow over on the bncks and
laid him down.
.
Quick as lightning the detective went through
his clothes.
h' h ·
Several things turned up, but the one w 1c interested the detective most was a memorandumbook filled with entries in Italian.
The name "Barney Putrio" was written in the
front of the book.
Old Double-eyes ,thought fa st .
,.
.
"This fellow could have been bound nowhere if
not to that house " he determined. I'll t r y it ! I'll
try it, come what will!"
He mounted to the driver's seat.
"I'm off with the wagon," he said to the watchman "don't you let any one disturb that fellow
till he wakes up, not on any account."
Then the watchman got another ten, and O~d
Double:eyes drove to the house and stopped his
wagon in front of it.
He climbed down out of the seat and was just
starting up the steps with a neat little story all

•

arranged, when the door . at the top of the long
steps suddenly came flying open and the lame man
who bore such an a stonishing resemblance to Barlow, the banker. a ppeared.
"Is that you, Barney?" he called out in a low
voice.
,
"Boss," replied Old Double-eyes, "it isn't Barney. I'm here in his place. Barney was took sick,
so he sent me .. "
·
~
With a muttered imprecatio11,, the mal). came
down the steps.
"What's this you are giving me?" he demanded.
The detective repeated his statement.
"Sure, you can see the wagon," he added. "Barney Petzio is me friend. He knows who he can
trust. I'm here to do the job for him, s eeing that
he could not come himself."
"You know where to take it?"
"I do, sir." You can trust ·me like you would
Barney himself."
.
·
· Two others had come out of the house ' by this
time-. Torricelli was one.
They stood at the top of the steps silently
watching.
·
. ·
"And where do you go? That will be the test,'
said the lame man, fiercely.
Old double-eyes was prepared for the question.
The last entry in the memorandum-book was
a date and address.
"I go to Dr. Pitzman,;at the-Hospital," he said.
"All right," replied the lame man. "Beware . .
what you do. You have heard of the Black ·Hand,
1 suppose?"
• 'Indeed I have, sir."
!'Look out that it d9n't get a grip on you. Now,
get into the wagon and wait."
There was a packing-case in the wagon, and
Old Double-eyes got in · and took off the lid, which
was but lightly secured.
He had already made up his mind what was
coming.
, · H ence he was not a ·b it surpr ised when, soon
after the lame man re-entered the house, the two
men who had watched at the top of the steps came
out carrying between them a heavy bag.
This they brought down and placed in the packing-case, nailing down the lid.
"Now be off with you," said one of the men.
"Remember the Black Hand."
Then, as the men hastily ascended the steps, 01
Double-eyes picked up the reins and drove away.
CHAPTER XX.-Old Double-eyes Makes a Dramatic Disclosure.
On the morning after his day of waiting Jack
W eldon made u p his mind to leave the hospital,
and so t old the physician who, at eight o'clock,
called t o dress his wound.
"I think you had better wait," said the doctor.
"We have just ·ha d a call over the telephone from
Mr. Double-eye, the man you wanted to see. He
directed us to say to yciu that he would call or
send some one to you at nine o'clock."
This was cheerful news.
Jack at once d•ssed himself and was ready
when, just... oefore nine, a cab <lame. the drivel' ",
bearing a note from the detective which read:
"DEAR JACK-Rejoiced to learn at the Old Slip
station this . m. that you. were still in the lani

,
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of the living. Good for you! I am detained and • "Yes. I - - "
had to send this cab. Come to me at once. You
"Wait!. Let me talk, I say. I've been investigatneed have no fear; this is.no trap.
ing your case. In a moment I am going to give
·
"Yours.
you a few pointers which may restore your mem"D .DOUBLE-EYES."
ory in part, if not altogether,, meanwhile open
that door behind you. Don't go into the room and
"Where do we go?" Jack asked of the driver.
don't speak-just look and return to me."
I The man mentioned a number on Cornelia
Thus saying, Old Double-eyes, with a smile of
l§treet, over in the Greenwich village, a locality intense satisfaction, produced his plug of tobacco
which Jack knew very little about.
and bit off a huge chew.
.. It's Mr. Doubleday's house, sir," he added.
Jack obeyed.
"He said you might be afraid to go with me, but
Opening the .dQOr, he foun(l hims.elf looking into
you can see-my number. My name is Moran. I am a bedroom.
a regular licensed cabdriver. It's all right."
,
Th~re was a woman in the bed, another-an
And it was all right.
elderly, comfortable-looking person-sat besiae
When Jack rang the bell of the little frame her watching while she slept.
cottage on Cornelia street, the call was answered
This one smiled and nodded at Jack, pointing at
by Old Double-eyes himself.
· the white, upturned face upon the •bed.
•
"Hello! It is you, t1en!" he exclaimed. "Come
Jack gave a gasp and turned away, closing the
door.
in."
The cah was dis.missed and Jack was ushered
But before doing this he took one quick ·stride ·
into a little old-fashioned parlor, furni,shed in the forward and would have gone into the room, perstyle of long ago.
haps, ff the detective had not caught him by the
"Sit down. Tell me your story," said the detec- coat-tail and pulled' him back.
·
tive. "Whep. you are through I shall have some"Sit down! Take it easy!" saicl Old Double-eres ·
thing to tell you."
in his most peremptory way.
"My ·story is rather a long one," replied Jack,
·Jack dropped into a chair.
in some confu.sion. "I hardly think-" ·
"Well, who .did you see?" demanded Old Double. "No matter what you think. Tell it! Tell all, if eyes, with a chuckle.
~t ta¼es the res.t of the da~•
"You have got her-it was Mamie Klein!"
Jack began with the adventure with Mamie gasped Jack.
"Right!"
Klein in the cab.
.
"But how--"
Every detail of his adventures with the Black
"Wait! You are now to learn all, but let me
Hand society he told and also what followed, but
he never mentioned the remarkable return of mem- tell you that you_ came near being most beautifully avenged. What thll;t wicked girl . caused
ory which he had experienced.
Jack was not quite ready to take Old Double- you to suffer, she has suffered. The fate which
came so near to being yours, came almost as
eyes entirely into his confidence yet.
•
near being hers. There she lies, fighting for
"And that is all?" asked the old detective.
life against the poison administered to her by
"All that happened to me--yes," Jack replied. the
Black- Hand!"
"It was enough, I should s.ay."
"But where--how--" began Jack; only to be
"It was e11ough for me.' I was nearly put out of cut short. again.
.
business. You can tell Mr. Skinner-I think he
"Where did I get her?" broke in the detective.
will be willing to believe in my innocence now." "Boy, I got her out of a bag, and I got the
"Jack Weldon, I shall not tell Mr. Skinner," re- bag out of a box into which it was put by the
plied the detective, impressive1y.
same scoundrels who did for you. Only for me
"And why?"
Mamie Klein would have been carved up by this
"He is dead."
time. Do you want to know whose doings this
"Dead!"
was? Well, then, I will tell you. It was all
~ s , by his own hand. Lots of things have hap- done by order of her present husband. He is
pened since Mamie Klein enticed you into that tlie man who robbed Mr. Skinner's vault. ' He
c:ab." .
. .
is the fellow you thought looked like Barlow,
"Has the burglar been captured?"
Square the other night. He is also the leader
"There were two burglars. One has been cap- of this society of the Bland Hand!"
Old Double-eyes was nothing if not dramatic.
tured and has confessed. The other is known."
He was showing \hat side of his character now.
"And who---:-"
'"Sit down, Jack, and I'll tell you all about
"Wait."·
it," he said, "only thing is, don't you interrupt.
"All right, just as you say."
· "One thing at a time. We will attend to your When I say all about it, I mean- about yourself."
"About myself," breathed· Jack. "How can
c:as.e first. You have had a most rema1·k:able escape, and I am thankful for it, for my case would you know--"
"Stop! I tqld you not to interrupt. To show
have been spoiled otherwise."
you how much I know, r am going to make a
"That would have. been a pity."
·
"Pshaw! -Don't be sarcastic. I should have- single statement which will aniaze you. Then
eared if you had been cut up on that dissecting I'll go to work on your memory. I'll soon bring
e, and you needn't intimate that I would not." it back!''
"And the statement?"
Mr. Double-eyes-"
"You are Barlow, the banker! The other fel•
"Hush up! Let me talk.• You told me that you
lad lost your memory, that you could not recollect low is a fr~ud!"
er back than two years."
(To be continued)
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
IS

100
FIRST . CALIFORNIA PEPPER TREE
YEARS OLD
,
The first pepper tree to take root in the soil of
California still thrives within the walled grounds
of Mission San Luis Rey, near Oceanside, California.
Brought from Peru while a sapling, it was
planted more than a hundred years ago under the
direction of the Franciscan padres and was cared
for by Indian neophytes. Though a native of the
tropics, it grew steadily in this clime.

WIRE GLASS
A glass which does not crack or splinter, which
is flexible and can -be cut with scissors or shears,
and is non-inflammable, is a recent invention
which should have far-reaching applications.
Such glass is made by treating galvanized wire
netting with . a material which is transparent and
flexible. Rolls one hundred feet long and three
feet wide are at present being made. It can be
bent and straightened many times without fracture, is entirely transparent, and does not fade.
AIR MAIL "LETTER BOXES"
Mail dropped 6,000 feet -from aiq>lanes into
delivery fields on the ground may be a common
thing in England if tests now being made there
prove successful, says Popular Science Monthly.
These "letter-boxes" would be cleared spaces used
especially for mail. It is a waste of time, the
British believe, for -planes to make a landing every
time a small sack is delivered, so this ingenious
•
scheme is being tried.
Details have been kept secret, but it is believed
that when first released from the plans the bags
will drop like stoiies. At a certain distance from
the earth, parachutes will open so that the bags
will float down the rest of the way and land without damage. Waiting motor cars then will distribute t,he mail. .
OL-D SALTS SHOW THEIR SKILL
Many old salts, retired from the navy or merchant marine to a sailors' home, turn a pretty
penny by making small articles to sell to visitors. ome knit wristlets, woolen caps or couch
coven. Others, having gathered stores of shells

• from tropical beaches ·during their voyages, make
them into boxes and quaint picture frames.
Sharks' teeth polished and carved are sold as
gt>od-luck charms.
Some of these old sailors, with only a knife, a
piece of sandpaper and a chunk of soft wood, tum
out beautiful wood-carvings-figures of geisha
girls and mandarins, Eskimos and South Sea
Islanders, all startlingly lifelike in their attitudes. ·
But the ancient mariners delight chiefly in
fabricating little ships. They spend much time
and ingenuity on models of frigates and barks,
on which ropes and sails are supplied by card and
bits of white drill.
A fine piece of wo1·k of· this kind w~ executed
by an old boatswain who had served on the "battleship Maine;- which exploded at Havana. He.. was
two years making the model, ,Which represen~ the
gallant frigate Constitution ready for actio11.
Captain Hu-11 is surrounded by his officers, tlie men
are at the · same. Officers and crew are all appropriately dressed in blue cloth.

LAUGHS

•

Polly-What would you do if you were in my
shoes? Dolly-Buy a pair a size smaller.
In a restaurant. He-Will you have a little ,.,
lobster? She-Oh, John, this is so sudden.
Teacher-What is velocity, Johnny? JohnnyVelocity is what a feller lets go of a wasp with.
:811th-Mr. Jenkins has such an air ef culture,
hasn't he? Tom (jealously)-Yes-agriculturel

"I hear Jones, the sea captain, is in hard luck.
He married a girl and she ran away from him."
"Yes, he took her for a m·ate, but she was a skip'
per."
Mother-You have accepted George? Why, you
know very well that I don't approve of him.
Daughter-That's all right, mother. Neither does
·
he approve of you. ·
. Father-What an unearthly hour that yoI.IPI
fellow stops till every night, Doris. What does
your mother say about it? Daughter-She says
men haven't altered a bit since she was young-,
daddy.
A young man conducted two ladies to an observatory to see an ecliJ>se of the moon. They
were too late, the eclipse was over, and the ladies
were disappointed. "Oh,'' exclaimed our hero,
"don't fret! I know the astronomer well. He is
a very polite man,· and I'm sure he will begin
again."
"Wilile, did you thank Mr. ·speedway for taking you to drive?" said the mother of a small boy
solicitously No answer. The question was ~..,I.
peated. Still no answer. "Willie! Do you heai" ·
me? Did you thank Mr. Speedway for takine
you to drive?" "Yes," whispered Willie, "but ha
told me not to mention itl"

•
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Steve Weston's .Ghost
"Five years in the State Penitentiar y!"
That was the sentence which sent a thrill
~rough the little Corryton court-room on that
dismal December afternoon.
Squ~re Miller, the prosecutor, and the richest
m~n m Corryton, sent a quick glance at the
pnsoner, a young man sitting with his curly head
bowed into his hands miserably, and turned uneai;ily to the fair-faced girl at his side-his
. daughter.
',
Everybody in the room looked quickly at the
same quiet figure; everybody in the room felt a
compassi_onate . sympathy as she threw up her
hands with a httle moan, and fell heavily to one
~~
.
.
"Curious case-curio us case," said the little
judge, watchin_g the young man as he walked
.away unsteadily upon the sheriff's arm, and addressing a spectator, who, not being a Corrytonian, had witnessed only the denouemen t. 1'l'm
sorry fbr Weston, bad as he is, and I'm sorry
for poor little Susy Miller.
"She was engaged to him; they'd have been
married by this time if it hadn't been for this,"
the little judge went on, seeing that his hearer
was int erested. "They fell in love the first minute
they saw each • other-two years ago, when
Steve Weston came here and bought the shoe
factory.
"The squire never did like it. He said he didn't
want his gir l marrying a fellow that nobody
knew much about; that might turn out to be a
thief or a vagabound , for all they knew."
"And he did prove to be?" said his listener,
eagerly.
•
·
"He did," the judge responded, solemnly. "It
was a month ago it happened. He took a thousand .dollars out of the squire's bureau one night,
slick as a pin. Oh! no, t here ain'if' a particle of
doubt that he was the one. The squire woke up
and saw him plain as day, just as he was stepping
out through the window. They didn't find the
,noney on him, of course-he was too sharp for
that; but there was evidence enough against him
without it."
"We're home, Susy," said Squire Miller. He
ropped the lines, stepped from the buggy, and
·
his daughter to the ground gently.
.
"Don't look like that, Susy," he said, taking her
hands and looking into her white face imploringly .
.,Don't, my girl. Remember what you've escaped
-a common thief, a -_
-"
"Ston, father," said the girl, quietly, and she
1>ul1ed ·her hands away and met h'is eyes steadily.
f•He is not a thief I Do you think you can convince me of that-you or all the world-whe n he
has told me that he is innocent? I will not hear
it. Surely father"-sh e looked up pitifully-"
111rely I ha've e;nough to bear without that."
But he felt, as he drove slowly round to the
barn, that he was an unfortunat e parent.
That his daughter- his pretty Susy, who might
ve had the pick of a dozen good fellows-sh o~d
. ve given her heart to .a 1,coundrel ~uch ~s t1us,
that nothing would convmce her of his guilt, and
::that she should be pining away before his eyes for
Ma unworthy sake-was it not a hard burden for

him; The loss ·of th~ money wa::; nothing, but that
they $hould have been the dupes of a ril&cal, and ·
that his confiding girl must suffer at h1s. hand,ri!
·· He 'had ho~ so much for her-was this to be
the end of 1t al1?
He was thinking it over sadly ~s he unhitched
the horse, in the dim light of the hay-filled barn,
led him into the stable, and pulled down a bundle ·
ot fodder from the upper loft.
,
Then it was that his reverie was suddenly,
strangely intei:rupted .
.
A figure which had been lying unseen upon the
hay in · a further corner of the barn rose up
hastily, shook i_tself with a muttered sound anci
disappeare d through a small back door into the
stable-yard ; and against the cold light of the
winter sky the squire, gazing with startled eyes,
saw the well-known face ·a nd form of Steve
Weston!
What was it he had seen? Was not Steve
We&ton safe in the little Corryton lock-up; in
readiness for his transportat ion to the State
prison on the morrow? Gould there be such a
thing as the ghost of a living person? Had he
seen Steve Weston's ghost? T-he squire was
strangely nervous.
Only a month ago the house had been the
scene of a jolly turmoil. There had been the
secret looking up of ibride-cake recipes·, and the
preparatio n of wedding-d resses~hee rful talk and •
friendly congratulat ions. Susy-Susy , with these
sad eyes bright with happiness, and these white
cheeks pink with excitemen t-natl had been tha
life and center of it all with her handsome lover
never far away.
·
·1
But now! The poor mother could hardly believe
it to be the same world, where a cruel turn of
the wheel had transforme d the genial lover into '
a ;rascal and villain; the happy bride into a careworn woman, still loving, still blindly believing, 1,
but with the fire of her youth gone out; and the
squire--the prosperous , complacent squi.r e-into
· the gloomy man he swned to-night.
"I will go up-stairs,,n other," said Susy, at last,
rising wearily. "I-I am tired."
The squire sat in silence while she cleared
the table, lighted the lamp and $at down with her
knitting; and then he got up restlessly, put on
his hat and coat, and went out, with some ,vague
excuse:
·
He coul<! see a light glinlmering from the window of the post-office- -the popular rendezvous on
long winter . evenings; and he wallced in that
direction.
·
Something beside the wind and the light sound
of the falling snow struc~ his ear-a footstep,
following him softly and coming nearer at every
moment.
The squire turned 'lfith. a strange tremor, and
saw-what , by some"' dreadful instinct , he had
known he should see-Steve Weston's tall form;
with his hat down low over his eyes and closely
folded arms. The squire turned a way quickly,
with a gasp of hor ror.
All was bright and jovial as ever at the postoffl,ce.
'rhe sheriff sat by the little wood-stove, whiclh
was growing red-hot under its constant replenishing, talking comfortabl y to th~ listening group
behind him.
The door o~ned sharply, and the squire, pale
and wild-eyed~ came in, walked down the room

I
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1lnsteadily, and sat down among them, looking
from one to another in a strange, alarming way.
The sqyire turned to the sheriff.
"Your prisoner?" he said, with agitated abruptness. "He--he has not escaped?"
"He's safe, squire," the sheriff responded re!19S11ringly. "He won't trouble you again. I left
him about fifteen minutes ago; and I ;was just
telling the boys how low-spirited--"
.
But the squire was not listening. He sat
staring with wide eyes through one. of the windows, at a figure which stood motionless outside,
darkly distinct against its snowy-background-a
figure with slouched hat and folded arms.
"Do you aee it?" he said, hoarsely, and pointed
toward the window with a trembling hand. "It's
his ghost!"
.
As he spoke the figure moved slowly out -of
sight, and the little group, turning with startled
faces saw nothing but a broad, white surface,
with a straggling fence in the. distance.
The squire bent his eyes to the ground, with a
shrinking fear of looking behind .him, and hurried
up the street.
, The post-office light glimmered far be~ind, and
his own house rose big and dark before hun,. when,
with his hand on the gate, he turned at last and
threw a glana, behind him.
. The figure had followed closely; it s~d motionless only a few feet away.
And as he looked it came forward slowly and
stood almost at his elbow.
The squire's hands fell nervelessly-at his sides1
bis heart beat with strange violence, and his head

swam.

·

face, and se~ming to read his thoughts, nodded
feebly.
"You've guessed it-it was me that took your
money," ~e sai~, quietly. "You've got the wrong
man.
Im his brother.
The mistake was
natu~a,l." He looked up, with a wan attempt at
a smile.
The squire · groaned. But Susy leaning upon
her mother's shoulder, and bending forward with.
~rted lips, uttered a faint cry of joy and .,
tnumph.
"I got on Steve's track to see if I could get
som-thin_g out of him," the man went on monotonously. "He was doing better than I've ~ver done•
I'm the bad one of the family. They think l'v;
been dead for two years, and I've let them think

~"

.

His voice grew weaker. The squire bent ~ r
'_'I saw ~m leave h;ere that night," he went n;
pamfully. 'I was gomg to try him then and ee
what he'd do for me, when it struck me there
might be something ·to be got out · of the house.
Well, I tried it, and I did it up well, and went
away without ,botJ:iering Steve. But when .I heard
that they'd taken him-I've never had anything
againr.t him, and I couldn't feel easy till I'd come
-till I'd come--"
•
His low words ceased; his lips parted once or
twice inaudibly, and he fell back heavily-dead I
There was a quiet wedding ~t the squire's big
house a month later. But, in consideration of the ,
exceptional circumstances, it was not to be wonderea at that Corryton rebelled against the modesty .o f the affaii;-; that an enthusiastic crowd
gathered outside, and that, at the conclusion of
the ceremony, the newly-wedded pair was called
fo~ vociferously; nor that the 8:Pfearance of the
bndegroom, handsom~ and g~na as ever, with
sweet-faced Sur.y Miller on his arm, and the
squire beaming upon them from the doorway,
was greeted with delighted and· deafening cheers.

Then, hardly knowing what he did, he sprang
at the apparition, dashed its folded arms apart,
and caught at the throat, and felt the warm con:
tact of living flesh and blood.
"Let me go," were tke low spoken words he
heard.
.Then, as he slowly relaxed his hold-struck by
the knowledge that the v ~ was not S~ve We~ ·
ton's--something ·in his cfft'tive's hand flashed before his eyes; he saw him place a pir.tol to his
AN~ .CIENT CONFIDENCE GAME
own forehead, calmly-and the shot rang out!
· The old gold brick game recently was revived
Somehow-he never knew quite how...:...the in Wichita, Kan., successfully, from the viewpoint
squire, ' with both. arms round the sinking form, of the swindlers, according .to a story told local
pulled, and dragged, and lifted it through the police by the victim, a pawnbroker.
deepening snow, marked by a red track as they
The pawnbroker said a stranger called at his
went, up the walk and into the hous~, and saw store and said he would open a tailor shop here.
his wife, frightened and speechle,s, and Susy, His visits were repeated and he and the pa
pale and startled, coml} into the room.
broker became friends. Then, one day while the
The squire turned the lamp higher, with a stranger was present, a man came in who said
shaking hand, and looked down at the prostrate he had some gold he wanted to sell. Stranger
figure.
•
No. 1 said he knew a broker in Hutchinson who
The man, ,rlth a painful effort; raised himself would buy-it and proceeded to call up the Hutchon his elbO\v, looking from one to another feebly. inson broker by phone. . Later the broker from
"l didn't -want to be taken, you see," he said, Hutchinson, representin'g himself as Max Cohen,
weakly. "I followed you up to make a confession, appeared.
but I didn't count on being -taken-and I shan't
The brick of gold, contained in a black box, was
be--" pointing to his wound with ghastly sig- produced. It was tested and found to be gold.
nificance.
The pawnbro~er and Cohen apeed to buy it for
The squire stood speechless.
$6,600, the pawnbroker puttmg up $4,600 and
. A strange suspicion floated through his mind. Cohen $2,000. Upon opening the box during the
Was not this man, with his striking resemblance absence of Cohen and the man who sold the brick,
to Steve Weston, the man he had .seen stepping ' the pa~broker found it contained a brass gola
-swiftly through -the window on that unhappy . colored brick, but not the one he had tested. .
ni~ht? Was not this the form he had caught a
Cohen, who invested $2,000 in the brick, neve
qtuck glimpse of-this the face that had turned has called since. Search at Hutchinson ·showed
for a moment upon him?
.
there was no licensed broker. there by the name
The man, with his eyes fixed u,On the squire's of Max Cohen.
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BRIEF BUT POINTED .
CHILDREN TO BE DOG CATCHERS
Children have been drafted as dog catchers in
Bradley Beach, N. J. In a proclamatjon Mayor
Frank C. Borden, Jr., offer ed one dollar for every
stray dog picked up in the resort and•br ought to
officials.
·
The offer is primarily for children, Mayor Borden said, and through such a campaign he hopes
to clear the streets of many unleashed and unlicensed dogs. The dogs will be held forty-eight
hours, and if not redeemed will be turned over
to the S. P. C. A.
Summer cottagers upon returning to their win.ter homes left many of the animals, Mayor Borden said.

-

-

WANT HISTORIC HOME INCLUDED
IN NEW PARK
The Rev. H. 0. Frost, President of the Confere~ce House Association, supp!)rte~ by rep_resentatives of the Staten IRiand Historical Society, the
Daughters of the American Revolution and the
Staten Island Chamber of Commerce, made. earnest appeals to Mayor Walker and the other members of the Board of Estimate to have the city
acquire a park site at the southern end of Staten
Island, N. Y., which would' include the old Billop
house.
That historic structure, erected in 1668, apart
from being reputed to be the oldest residence in
the city, was the scene of an attempted peace conference in the Revolutionary War between General Lord Howe, Benjamin Franklin and John
Adams.
After the Board of Estimate had listened to the
patriotic pleas for the preservation of the old
mansion as an inspiration to Americanism, Judge
Joseph V. McKee, President of the Board of Aldermen, asked what Billop had contributed to the
cause of American freedom.
Elmer Davis. President of the Staten Island
Historical Society, admitted tha:t Billop had been
a Tory, and that after having served a prison
sentence he had found a refuge in Canada.
s.· Mayor Walker finally closed the discussion by
lleclaring to the petitioners that the city would
take no action towar ds the acquisition of addi-'
tional park sites until the municipalty's financial
status had been more definitely determined . . H e
assured them, however, that their application
would receive earnest con~ideration.
USES OF WASTE LUMBER
New uses found for shorts and scraps-the ordinary waste from lumber-promise to save thousands of dollars in the lumber industr~ , according to Popular Science -Monthly. Recent experiments in Cldt]uet, Minn., ·a little town of forest
fire fame, have found value even in branches
and tops of trees-everythin g down to three
inches in thickness. Mills now burning lumber
aste under their boilers, it is predicted, soon will
look' for less valuable fuel.
Three new ways have been found to utilize
waste formerly considered not worth hauling
away from the forests. These are the manufac-

ture of a new kind of paper, balsam· wool, and'
artificial boards.
The triumph in paper making was the discovery that poplar and jack pine, thought unsuitable
for this purpose, could be used for making bond
and other grades of paper. Both kinds of trees
have a natural reproduction, and a simple forestry scheme, it is claimed, will insu're a perpetual
supply of raw material for paper mills.
The left-overs from the paf er mill in Cloquet
are used to make balsam woo , a new fire resistant insulating material. \t can be applied to
houses, iceboxes, fireless cookers, refrigerator
cars, and many other purposes.
.
When wood fibre is passed through the screen of
a paper_ mill, a certain knotty substance, known
as "rough screenings," will not go through. This
mass of fibre, when used in the manufacture of
balsam wood, is put through a sulphite process,
fireproofed and ground. It is treated to give it
adhesion, and finally is brought out in the fo.r m
of a sheet of light insulating board. ·
Box factories, having discovered a way to cut
tongue and grooves on small boards, now are
turning to use many boards of sizes too small for
piling in lumber yards, that is, material . three
inches in width or under, and from 12 to 47 .inches
in length. The boards are glued together to
make boxes, A box factory in Cloquet now ls
using 11,000,000 feet of such shorts.
BIG PECAN TREE
It is believed that the giant pecan tree, · called
"Jumbo," owned by J. C. Morris of San Saba1
Tex., holds the ~ecord in the matter of annual
revenue received from its crop. It has been producing big soft shell pecan nuts for many yea!",
perhaps 50 or more. For. many years past its
annual yield of nuts has brought from $250 to
$400. As fa r back as the time of the World's
Fai r a t St. l ,ouis the product · of this tree was
famous. All uf its crop that year was sold in St.
Louis for . 40 cents a pound, after the· nuts had
been awar ded first prize for size and quality,
The annua l yield of the tree ranges from 800 to
1,200 pounds.
•
While there is no means of knowing how old
this tree is, it was here and in a state of production when the first white settlers came. The people of Texas are just beginning to wake up to
the commercial possibilities of the pecan industry!
and it is estimated that if every home and land
· owner in Texas would plant a few pecan t r ees
in his yard or garden the productive wealth of
Texas would be increased ;many millions of dollars, possibly a few hundred millions. P ecan
trees begin to bear at five, six, seven or eight
years of age, dependin_g somewhat on the quality
and climate, but it is safe to say that a pecan
tree is commercially profitable at eight years of
age and its future life almo ~ interminable- sufficient to make millionaires of unborn generations.
The pecan crop of Texas for 1919 had a sale
value of $3,500,000, most of the pecans growing
wild or without any cultivation.
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FROM EVERYWHERE . .
'l'URKS' NEW CALENDAR SKIPS OVER 582
YEARS
With the passage of one law Turkey has
"jumped ahead exactly 582 years. This new law
requires the use of the international calendar,
which .changes the date in Turkey from that of
1344 (the Mohametan year based on the Hegira,
the flight of ihe prophet from Mecca to Medina)
to the Christian date, 1926. The religious calendar will be as of oi.d, and the fe,ast days will be
proclaimed ·as heretofore, on the risings of the
new moon.
,
Turkey also has adopted the twenty-four hour
clock qf current Europea~ se.

-~-

twelve innings of an overtime contest to do it in
His third homer, in the twelfth, gave Washingto~
the gable.

PROPOSED SIXTH GREAT LAKE
A proposition almost as startling in the magnitude of its results as the Panama Canal-that of
raising the level of the Great Lakes-is being
urged by Lorne Campbell, a young Canadian engineer of Toronto.
It concerns the low waste lands away up in the
North Woods of the Domipion remote from anywhere, which could be converted into a lake covering about 15,000 square miles. This would be
· done by turning the vters of the Albany River
FINDS $37,000 IN GOLD
Miss Alma Currie, high school girl, of Austin, which now flow into Hudson Bay, into the Great
Tex., discovered gold under her own doorstep near Lakes system.
This pro;iect would make· a sixth lake in the
Teague, Tex. The gold was in the shape of coins
and totaled $37,000 in value. The farm on which chain of Great Lakes, and one twice as large as
the treasure was discovered was occupied a few Lake Ontario, which it is estimated would raise
years ago by a man supposed to have operated a the level of all of the lakes two feet or more. All
that it would involve to do this would be the
gambling and drinking resort.
When Texas Rangers went into the country building of a strong dam on the Albany River
(and its -branch the Ogoki River), which is now
where the farm is located the gambler and his
followers fled, leaving their belongings behind. wasting its waters in !Judson Bay, and turning
The man was reported to have ,b een killed in them back into this depression.
A short cut on the other side of the .resultant
Oklahoma a short time afterward, ·the seci.-~t of
lake would have to be made of a mile or more to
the hidden gold dying with him.
·
connect up with the Nipigon River, and thereby
divert the overflow by that river into Lake
COBB'S GREATEST D~Y AT BAT
Nipigon, which is now one of the lesser lakes in
Tyrus Raymond Cobb, the Georgia Peach, the chain connecting with the Great {-,akes, and
holder of more baseball records,J.than any other having a common outlet in the drainage canal at
man in the game, added furthty-_ distinction by . Chicago or the nati:iral outlet to the ocean by way
the greatest individual batting- performance in of the St. 'Lawrence. The flow from Lake Nipigon
the Americ~ League during the season of 1925, enters Lake Superior at Port Arthur.
official statisµcs reveal.
•
The Albany .River carries an immense volume
The fiery Deti:oit leader had his "field day" in of water, probably halJ as great as the Missisa contest between"'the Tigers and Browns at St. sippi. By turning it into the proposed lake it is
Louis, on May 5.
'·
expected that this would so increase the v~lume
Cobb went to bat six times on that date and of water in the Great Lakes as to raise the level
smashed out three home runs, a double and two of those lakes !wo feet or more, and save many
singles, for a total of 16 bases. During this per- millions that -the lake ports a~ now getting out
formance he was credited with being responsible of the National Treasury for deenening their
for eight of the _14 runs scored by his club.
channels.
His first homer came in the first innink, off Joe
Chicago has brought universal complaint fretl
Bush, and w'ith one runner on. Vangilder was the high lake ports with what they term her exon the hill in the second and Cobb hit his second travagant use of. water in her drainage canal
circuit blow, again with a runner on base. In the which diverts it into the Mississippi, and thereby
fourth frame, Ty hit a two-bagger and got sin- lowering the level of the lakes and hindering
gles in the sixth and nineth. His third home run navigation in some instances. This ·proposed
was in the eighth, with Gaston pitching.
siJil;h lake would give Chicago all ·tp.e water she
Cobb's record of 16 bases in a single game set needs and have enough left over for power plants
a new American League record, the previous and to perpetuate the scenic beauty of Niagara
mark having been 13, made by Eddie Gharrity of Falls.
the Washington team on June 23, 1919. Cobb's
On the other hand, the proposed lake would be
six hits in six times up tied the American League some Sot> feet above sea level and furnish abunrecord set by Frank Brower with Cleveland on dant.water power for the province o{ Ontario. It
April 22, 1922.
would open up uncounted millions Of acres of timNext day Cobb continued his hitting by get- ber and pulp wood and make that uninhabited
ting two more home runs and setting a new rec- part df. the province of Ontario a hive or indusord of five home riµi.s by one batter in two con: try. . It would also improve the much-talked-of
secutive days. Theh on M:ay 10 . Ty made the one _ St. Lawrence route by putting into its cours
about double the water it now has.
hundredth home run of'his. career in the Amer
ican League. ·
We shall probably hear much more about it this
J
"Goose" Go.slin of the Senators hit three home winter in Washington and .ip"the Canadian Par- .
runs in a game at Cleveland, but he had the liament.
0
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INTERESTING ARTICLES
RABBIT PEST IN NEW ZEALAND NOW

fad becaues their ears will be so unsightly that
TURNED INTO PROFIT
they must be covered up.
.
Doctor Pfuffer bases his 'prediction on ·measure•
Rabbits, which for a long time have been consider ed destructive pests in New Zealand bj!cause ments o;f patients' ears during the last thirty
of their inroads on growing crops, have become years. The continual strain on the auditory nerve
a source of - profit, says "Pop-qlar Mechanics." when a person is listening to~ conversation amid
the
Their .fur, properly dyed, has proved to be a de- · the din of city traffic is responsible
_
sirable substitute for the more expensive varie- change, he says.
ties. Last year 18,500,000 rabbit skins, valued at
ABOUT TOADS
more t han $4,000,000, were ·..exported from that
Toads lay thdft- eggs in long strings, forming
countr y to the United States and to England.
Trapping the animals has became a paying ·busi- double files in straight jellylike tubes, although
in one species the young are · born. alive. These
ness. The opossum is. also sought for its skin.
eggs, of which a toad lays jbout 20,000 a year,
develop into tadpoles (pollg\vogs) and the tadCITY DIN MAKES ELEPHANT EARS
poles into toads. Since many of the eggs die or
The noise and clamor of moder n city life are are destroyed, and since many of the tadpoles
producing a race of elephant-eared m en and are devoured by other creatures, and since the
women, says Dr. Fritz Pfuffer, a Vienna ear spe- little toads often perish, only about two young
cialist. He predicts that in the not too distant toads survive to take the place of two parent
futu re human beings will have auditory extr emi- toads. There are about a hundred species of
ties the size of a daschshund's.
toa ds. These are divided into terrestrial, burrowWomen, says Doctor Pfuffer, will be hardest ing, thoroughly aquatic and the arboreal types.
hit. The gr and-children of women who now wear The common toads have toothless jaws an41 are
their hair over their ears will have to continue the more or less covered with warts,
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LUCK

All around you there is abundant
Success, Wealth and Happinel!II.
G et Your Share. The .. LUCKY
SEVEN" Secret Rules are free to
all who wear this Rare an-I beautifu' Talisman Ring. On earh side
of this Odd and Charming Ring is
moulded t he figure of Fortuna The •·GoddeB:1 of Lurk." Ancient
belief, that her emblem brings luck
and BUCcess to wearer in Love,
Garn ·s , Business, Health and everything. Genuine
1£-K An1ique Gold S. Ring mounted with one carat
Blazing Blue White M exican Im. Diamond. Guaranteed 20 years. Send strip of paper to show finger size
and we will send you this wonderful ring. When it
arrives pay the postman only $8.96. Nothing more to
pay. Yours to keep, wear and enjoy forever. Wear 7
clays-follow t he 7 rules that we send you. If not satisfied you, money qui ckly returned. Address
la~io-flub 811111ond l111portlnr Co., St. Paut;11nn. Dept. 65-L

B18 VALUE.for. ·10 Cts.

6 Sonp, word• and 111uslc· 25 Plcluroes Pretty Glrla ;40 Wa'ls lo Maka
Monoe;r; l Jolr.e Book;
Book on
I.ovoe; l :Magic Book; 1 Ilook Letter
Writing; l Dttam Book and Fortune Toeller; 1 Cook Book; 1 Baae

Ball Book, gives rules for pmea; 1
Toy Maker Book; Language of
Flowera;l MoneTelegraphAlpha.
bet; 12 Choemlcal Jtxperlments;
r'> Age Table; Gttat North Pole
Game· 100 Conundrums; 8 Puulei·
JI Game• ; 80 Vene• for Antoeraph Albuma. ' .A.ti
Mae •!!<>ve by -11 for IO et.. and II eta. pc>a_?.l(e.
.Royal Salea Co., Box 212, Norwalk, Conn.

See what you can do. We know you can play it.

That'• why we want you to try. J free Jcaaona
with each new jnstrumcnt &ive you a quick,
euy start. Practicinc is fun because you learn

10 fast,
Play Jan .in a week, ta.ntalirinc music that
Bt ~he life of the party, always wet~
~e. Get into the bic fun. 6 daya' frtt trial, any
1natrumcnt. No oblication. If you like it pay a little

N:tt them coin&,

each month. Send now for beautiful fr« literature.
Get ovtliberaJ propoaition. Send poatal today. A4dren:

Buescher Band lnatrument Co.

U34 ' - ' - llock

_m

Elkhart, l...U-

BE A DETECTIVE
E a rn -Big :Mone y . Work home or travel. Make
sec ret Inves ti g a tio n s. Fascinating work. J!:xcell!!n t oppo rtu ni ty. Exper iencP unnece ssary
P a rticula r s free. Write, GEORGE R. WAG~
NER, form er Government De tective, 19U
Brondwny, Ne w York.
.

ALL FREE
lO -
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llutmaulloll P'llm'Cameraorll cal. Hamlfton
RUie
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OUR TEN-CENT HAND BOOKS
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Useful, Instructive, and Amusing. They contain
Valuable Information on Almost
Every Subject.
No. 26.

ROW TO ROW. SAIL AND BUILD A BOAT-

Fully illn~trated. Full in~tructlons are given In tl,lls
little book. togPther with Instructions on swimming and
riding. comnnnlon sport•· to hMtlni:-.
No. 28.-How TO Tl':T,T, FOR'J'UNES.-F :verv OnP Is
desirous of knowln~ wha t his future life will hrlng
torth. whether happiness or miRer,·. wealth or po'l'erty.
Yon can tPll hy a glance nt this little hook. •Ruy one
and be com•lnced.
.
No. 29 HOW TO BECOME AN INVF.:NTOR.- Everv
hoy shonld know how lnventfons ~iglnatPd. This book
Pxplf1ins them nil, gh·lng exampll!R In Plectrlclty, hydraulics. mngnPtlsm , ontlcs, pn('umatirs. mechanics.
No. so. Ho,v TO ('OOK.-One di the most Instructive
hooks on cooking cvH published. Jt contains recipes
for cooking meats. fish. game and oysters; also pies
puddings. cakrs and all kinds of pastry, and a grand
collection of rPclpes.
No. 33,-HOW TO BEHAVE.- Containing the rules
and etl11uette of ,rood society 11.nd the easiest and most
approved methods of appearing to good advantagP at
parties. balls, the tht\atre. church. and In the drnwlngroom.
No. S.~. HOW TO PLAY OAMES,-A compJpti, nnd
useful little book containing thP rules and n>~ul11.tlons
of billiards. bagatelle. hack-gammon. croQuet. dominoes,
etc.
No. 36. ROW TO SOT,VE ('ONTINDRUM S.-Contaln• tng all the leacllng con11ndr1•me of thl' day, amusing riddles, curious catchPs ~n<l witty ~aylngs.
No. 40. ROW TO J\IAKR A'ND SET TRA:PS.-Jnclu d. tn,r hints on how to catch moles, wea•<>ls, otter. rats,
sQulrrel• nnd birds. Also how to cure skins . . Copiously
illustrated.
No. 41. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK ENO Mll:N'S
.JOKE BOOK.-Conta lnlng a great YarlPty of the latest

jokes used by the most fanrous end men. No 11mateur
minstrPls is complete without this wonderful l!We book.
No. 42.

THE

No. 45.

THE BOYS

BOYS

OF

NEW

YORK

"'TUMP•

SPEAKER.-Co ntainlng a varied aseortm!'nt of stump
speeches. Negro, Dutch and Irish . .Also end men's jokes.
Just the thln,r tor home amusement and amateur shows.
OF NEJV YORK

MINSTREL

GUIDE AND JOKE BOOK.-SdmPt hlng new and very
Instructive. Every boy should obtain this book, as It
contains full instruct.Ions for organizing an amateur
minstrel troupe.
No. ol6. ROW TO MAKE AND USE ELECTRICITY .
-A description of the wonderful Ul'<"R of electricity and
electro magnetism; toirether with full instructions for
making Electric Toys, Batteries, etc. By George Trebel,
A. M., M. D. Containing ovPr fifty lllnRtratlons.
No 48

HOW TO BUILD AND SATL CANOES.-A

handy book for boys, containing fnll dlr1>ctions for constructlnir canoPs nnd the most popular manner of salllng
them. Fully illustrated.
No. 49. HOW TO DEBATE.- Glvlng rules for conducting debates, .outlines for debates, questions for ~lscusslon and the best sources for procuring lnformat,on
on the Question given. ·
No. !10. now TO STUFF BIRDS AND ANIMALS.A valuabh! book, giving lnstrnctlons in collecting, preparing, mounting and preserving birds, animals and insects
No. 51,

HOW TO DO TRICKS WITH CARDS.-Con-

tnlning explanations of the general principles o.f sleightof-hand applicable to card tricks ; or card tricks with
ordinary cards, and not r eoulring sleight-of-hand ; of
tricks Involving sleight-of-hand . or the use of spjlclally
prepared cards. Illustrated .
No. 52. HOW TO PLAY CARDS.-A complete and
handy little book, giving rules. a nd _full directions for
playing Euchre. Cribbage, Ca s mo. Forty-Five, Roun_9(!,
P edro Sancho. Draw Poker. Auction Pitch, All Foiirs,
and many othe.r popular games of cards,
No, 54. HOW TO KEEP AND 1\IANAGE PETS.Giving complete Information as to the manner and ,
method of raising, keeping, taming, breeding and managing all kinds of pets; also giving full Instructions for
making cages, etc. Fully explained Jiy twenty-eight
illustrations.
For sale by alt newsdealers, or will be sent to IIDJ"
addresa on receipt of price, lOc. per cop7,
In money or stamps, by

·""'

HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher, Inc.
166 West 23d Street
New Yoi:k City
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Bnnd of Ten. ·
Ca11lng the Two Gun Man; or. Snvlng a Sh..r•·
llf's Life.
•
arfo/~~ 'J~~c!:'."' hero; or, Helping a Tenderand "Glngn Jake"; or · The ' Boss of Glmll!t
Gul<'h.
•
and the Choctaw Chief; or, Arletta Defyhis
thP Redskins.
DPfylng • 11n Ambush; or, Arletta Leading tu
Cavalry.
Saved Ry a Sl&Jlal; or, Arletta and the VanJalta
Ing Light. ·
Doublp Suhtrle; or. The Celebration at Boelehorn Ranch .
Capturing a ChlP!; or, Arletta A.a a Canlr,Scout..
and the Lone Cabin; or, The Raiders of tJae
Gorge.
Trnpped In a Canyon; or, Arletta'• Swine For
Life.
Ait AT:id~~!'iePow-Wow; or, Doomed To Die
and the Doomed Mine ; or, Arlette's Lite at
Stake.
Racing For a Ranch: or, Spitfire On His Mettle.
MnrkPd By Mexicans: or, Arletta and the Senor.
igi:ict~e "Sliver Kid," or, The Dandy of t1,e
ancl the Yellow J3ull: or, Arletta's Daring Flit·
cape.
Surrounded By DeHth; or, The Seven Stich of
Dynamite.
Rtokh1g n Claim; or. Arletta On Guard
CTrPaser Chase: or. The Outlaws of the B.or<f~.
Swinging a Lariat; or, Arletta and the WI
Horses.
,.
Booming a Camp'; or, The Shot that Opened a
Gold Mine.
.
and the "Busted'' Mining Camp; or Arletta
n• nn Auctioneer.
Ousting the Outlaws; or, · The Clean Up At
Fancy Flat.
and the Treasure of the Lake; or, Hop Wah'•
Magic Trick.
Bossing A Cattle Ranch; or, Arletta Cornered
By Rustler• .
,
Trapping the Redskins; or, The Last Raid ot
Crazy Horse.
s ~ot.the Cave_ Gang; or, Arletta's P .e sperallt
Lost In the Rockies; or, The Luck a GrlzzJ,Brought.
Elected a C let; or, Arietta and the Papoose.
aW~u;~~~~n!W ~r/ack"; or, The Blulf That
a
~~e Tricky Trapper; or, Arletta After BIi
111
Giving It Straight; or, The Worst Camp of AIL
Gunning for Gunmen; or, Arietta and the
Greaser Ruffians.
S~iltfonn~ed by Gold; or, A Treasure Worth ._
Baffling Death; or. Arletta ·and the Chasm(,
and th e R eckl£-ss Regulars; or, Saving a Company of Cavalry,
"Busting" a Show; or, Arietta and the Act~
Locating a Lode; or, The Orphans of Bowle

8

0:

Mar .

anJntWi m~~oncho Boss;• or, Catching a Craft,1213 " At Six Spot Flat; or, The Joke That Made a
Fortune.
1214 " Trapped by Greasers; o~ , Arletta and the
Secret Passage.
.
12ia " Government Contract; or, Arietta and the Pon,
Express.
1217 " Big Round-'Up; or, The Champion Roper of the
B. B. Ranch.
1218 " Twelve Shots; or, Arletta and the Raiders.
1219 " and the Golden Image; or. Lured to the Valle,
of Death.
1220 " Balking a )laid; or, Arletta'& Leap fQr Llbel'Q'•
For sale by all newsdealers. or will be 110nt to any ...
dress on receipt "f price, 8c. per cop7, In mone7
or poatace • tampa b7
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